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ABSTRACT
Aims. We present the second AGILE-GRID Catalog (2AGL) of γ-ray sources in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy range.
Methods. With respect to previous AGILE-GRID catalogs, the current 2AGL Catalog is based on the first 2.3 years of science data
from the AGILE mission (the so called ‘pointing mode’) and incorporates more data and several analysis improvements, including
better calibrations at the event reconstruction level, an updated model for the Galactic diffuse γ-ray emission, a refined procedure for
point-like source detection, and the inclusion of a search for extended γ-ray sources.
Results. The 2AGL Catalog includes 175 high-confidence sources (above 4σ significance) with their location regions and spectral
properties, and a variability analysis with 4-day light curves for the most significant ones. Relying on the error region of each source
position, including systematic uncertainties, 121 sources are considered as positionally associated with known couterparts at differ-
ent wavelengths or detected by other γ-ray instruments. Among the identified or associated sources, 62 are Active Galactic Nuclei
(AGNs) of the blazar class. Pulsars represent the largest Galactic source class, with 40 associated pulsars, 7 of them with detected
pulsation; 8 Supernova Remnants and 4 high-mass X-ray binaries have also been identified. A substantial number of 2AGL sources
are unidentified: for 54 sources no known counterpart is found at different wavelengths. Among these sources, we discuss a sub-class
of 29 AGILE-GRID-only γ-ray sources that are not present in 1FGL, 2FGL or 3FGL catalogs; the remaining sources are unidentified
in both 2AGL and 3FGL Catalogs. We also present an extension of the analysis of 2AGL sources detected in the 50 – 100 MeV energy
range.
Key words. gamma rays: general – catalog – survey
1. Introduction
This paper presents the 2AGL Catalog of high-energy γ-ray
sources detected by the AGILE Gamma-Ray Imager Detector
(GRID) in the energy range 100 MeV – 10 GeV during the first
2.3 years of operations (2007-2009) in the so called ‘pointing
mode’. This paper follows three previously published papers: the
First AGILE-GRID Catalog of γ-ray sources (1AGL, Pittori et
al. 2009), the Catalog of variable γ-ray sources during the first
2.3 years of observations (1AGLR, Verrecchia et al. 2013), and a
Send offprint requests to: A. Bulgarelli, e-mail:
andrea.bulgarelli@inaf.it
paper dedicated to the search of AGILE-GRID TeV source coun-
terparts (Rappoldi et al. 2016). Compared to previous investiga-
tions, we have implemented several refinements in the analysis
of γ-ray sources :
1. A new background event filter, called FM3.119, and new in-
strument response functions (IRFs), called H0025, have been
used. The main differences relative to the previous F4 event
filter used for the 1AGL Catalog are an improved effective
area (Aeff) above 100 MeV and a better characterisation of
the Point Spread Function (PSF) Chen et al. (2013); Sabatini
et al. (2015). In addition, systematic errors of the IRFs have
been estimated with greater accuracy.
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2. We analyse a larger data set than in the 1AGL that was based
on the first 12 months of observations, from July 13, 2007
to June 30, 2008. The 2AGL Catalog is, indeed, based on
the entire ‘pointing mode’ period corresponding to 2.3 years
from July 13, 2007 to October 15, 2009.
3. This Catalog employs a new diffuse Galactic emission
model, in particular for the Galactic central region.
4. We have developed new methods for characterising and lo-
calising source candidate seeds, then evaluated for inclusion
in the Catalog, using both wavelet techniques and an iterative
approach.
5. In the search for associations of AGILE-GRID sources with
counterparts at different wavelengths, we have used new as-
sociation procedures.
6. A new version of the AGILE-GRID Science Tools has been
used (BUILD25) publicly available from the AGILE website
at SSDC1.
7. Energy dispersion Chen et al. (2013) has been taken into ac-
count in the analysis with the new Science Tools.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sect.2 we describe
the instrument, the data reduction, and the pointing strategy. In
Sect. 3 we describe the AGILE-GRID γ-ray background models
used in the data analysis. We then present in Sect. 4 the analy-
sis methods used to build the Second AGILE-GRID Catalog of
γ-ray sources, 2AGL. Limitations and systematic uncertainties
are described in Sect. 5. Our results and the list of the 2AGL γ-
ray sources are shown in Sect. 6, where potential counterparts
at other wavelengths and correspondences with Fermi-LAT Cat-
alog sources are also discussed. In Sect. 7 we comment on some
specific 2AGL sources, divided by classes or sky regions. In
Sect. 8 we reports an extension of the 2AGL Catalog where the
sources detected in the 50 – 100 MeV energy range are listed.
Finally, in Sect. 9, we discuss our results and make some con-
cluding remarks.
2. AGILE-GRID instrument, data and observations
2.1. The AGILE-GRID instrument
AGILE (Astrorivelatore Gamma ad Immagini LEggero) Tavani
et al. (2008, 2009a) is a mission of the Italian Space Agency
(ASI) devoted to γ-ray and X-ray astrophysics in the 30 MeV
– 50 GeV, and 18 – 60 keV energy ranges, respectively. AG-
ILE was successfully launched on 23 April 2007 in a ∼ 550 km
equatorial orbit with low inclination angle, ∼ 2.5◦.
AGILE was the only mission entirely dedicated to high en-
ergy astrophysics above 30 MeV during the April 2007-June
2008 period. Later it has been operating together with the Fermi
Large Area Telescope (LAT), launched on June 11, 2008 Michel-
son (2008); Atwood et al. (2009). The highly innovative AGILE-
GRID instrument is the first of the current generation of high-
energy space missions based on solid-state silicon technology.
The AGILE payload detector consists of the Silicon Tracker
(ST) (Barbiellini et al. 2001; Prest et al. 2003; Bulgarelli et al.
2010; Cattaneo et al. 2011) the Super-AGILE X-ray detector
(Feroci et al. 2007), the CsI(Tl) Mini-Calorimeter (MCAL) (La-
banti et al. 2009), and an AntiCoincidence (AC) system (Perotti
et al. 2006). The combination of ST, MCAL and AC forms the
Gamma-Ray Imaging Detector (GRID). Accurate timing, posi-
tional and attitude information is provided by the Precise Posi-
tioning System and the two Star Sensors units. The ST is the core
of the AGILE-GRID and plays two roles at the same time: it
1 http://agile.ssdc.asi.it
converts the γ-rays in heavy-Z material layers (245 mm of Tung-
sten, 0.07 radiation length), where the photon interacts produc-
ing an e+e− pair in the detector, and records the electron/positron
tracks by a sophisticated combination of Silicon microstrip de-
tectors and associated readout, providing 3D hits. The ST con-
sists of a total of 12 trays, the first 10 with the Tungsten con-
verter foil followed by two layers of 16 single-sided, 410 µm
thick, 9.5 × 9.5 cm2 silicon detectors with strips orthogonal to
each other, the last two trays consisting only of the silicon detec-
tors. MCAL is composed of 30 CsI(Tl) scintillator bars each one
15×23×375mm3 in size, arranged in two orthogonal layers, for a
total thickness of 1.5 radiation lengths. In each bar the readout of
the scintillation light is accomplished by two custom PIN Photo-
diodes (PD) coupled one at each small side of the bar. The AC
system is aimed at a very efficient charged particle background
rejection. It completely surrounds all AGILE detectors (Super-
AGILE, ST and MCAL). Each lateral face is segmented in three
plastic scintillator layers (0.6 cm thick) connected to photomulti-
pliers placed at the bottom of the panels. A single plastic scintil-
lator layer (0.5 cm thick) constitutes the top-AC whose signal is
read by four light photomultipliers placed at the four corners of
the structure frame. The AGILE-GRID event processing is op-
erated by on-board trigger logic algorithms (Argan et al. 2004)
and by on-ground event filtering (see Sect. 2.2).
2.2. AGILE-GRID Response Characteristics
Energy estimation and direction reconstruction. The track re-
construction for energy estimation and event direction recon-
struction is carried out by an AGILE-GRID specific implemen-
tation of the Kalman Filter technique (Giuliani et al. 2006) and
provides the incident direction and the energy of the events in
the AGILE-GRID reference system.
On-ground background event filter. The FM3.119 is the
currently used on-ground background event filter for the scien-
tific analysis of the AGILE-GRID data. The filter assigns a clas-
sification flag to each event depending on whether it is recog-
nised as a γ-ray event, a charged particle, a "single-track" event,
or an event of uncertain classification (limbo). The filter is based
on a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) technique; this technique is
used with success in High Energy Physics (HEP) experiments
(Yang et al. 2005) in order to select events of interest, the so
called signal events, out of numerous background events. The
BDT technique maximises the signal-to-background ratio, ef-
ficiently suppressing the background events and, in the mean-
while, keeping a high signal detection efficiency. The selection
is done on a majority vote on the result of several decision trees,
which are all derived from the same training sample by supply-
ing different event weights during the training. For the devel-
opment of the FM3.119 filter these techniques have been tuned
with one sample of Monte Carlo events, the training sample, and
then tested with an independent Monte Carlo sample, the test-
ing sample. From these simulations 182 descriptor parameters
of the interacting event inside the AGILE-GRID are extracted
and used for training, with the aim of selecting a subset of these
descriptor parameters as discriminant input variables for opti-
mising the event separation. A final set of 57 discriminant vari-
ables has been selected, with an additional post-fitting set of cuts
to further improve the signal-to-noise ratio, comprising also the
previously developed more stringent F4 on-ground background
event filter, optimised for a good pattern recognition of a sub-
class of γ-ray events.
Instrument Response Functions. The effective area (Aeff),
the Point Spread Function (PSF), and the Energy Dispersion
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Probability (EDP), collectively referred to as the Instrument Re-
sponse Functions (IRFs), depend on the direction of the incom-
ing γ-ray in instrument coordinates. New efforts in the develop-
ment of the background rejection filter FM3.119 led to repro-
cessing all AGILE-GRID data with the new IRFs H0025. The
Aeff above 100 MeV is improved, with a precise characteriza-
tion of the PSF with flight data Chen et al. (2013); Sabatini et al.
(2015). The IRFs I0023 analysed in (Chen et al. 2013) are the
same as H0025, except for a different boundary of two energy
channels: we have 100 – 400 MeV, 400 – 1000 MeV in I0023,
and 100 – 300 MeV, 300 – 1000 MeV in H0025. Both AGILE-
GRID PSF and Aeff are characterised by a very good off-axis
performance and are well calibrated up to almost 60◦, showing a
very smooth variations with the angle relative to the instrument
axis (Chen et al. 2013). On-ground calibrations have been used
also to characterise the performances of the FM3.119 filter and
to validate the new IRFs (Cattaneo et al. 2018). In addition, sys-
tematic errors of the IRFs are better characterised (see Sect. 5.1).
The scientific performances of the AGILE-GRID can be
summarised as follows: Aeff ∼ 400 cm2, FoV ∼ 2.5 sr, energy
range 30 MeV – 50 GeV, and a PSF at 30◦ off-axis for E > 100
MeV of 2.1◦, for E > 400 MeV of 1.1◦, and for E > 1 GeV of
0.8◦.
2.3. Data reduction
All AGILE-GRID data are routinely processed using the scien-
tific data reduction software tasks developed by the AGILE team
and integrated into an automatic pipeline system developed at
the ASI Space Science Data Center (ASI/SSDC). The first step
of the data reduction pipeline converts on a contact-by-contact
basis the satellite data time into Terrestrial Time (TT), and per-
forms some preliminary calculations and unit conversions. A
second step consists in the γ-ray event reconstruction with the
AGILE-GRID implementation of the Kalman Filter technique.
The background event filter FM3.119 is then applied and a clas-
sification flag is assigned to each event. An AGILE auxiliary file
(LOG) is then created, containing all the spacecraft information
relevant to the computation of the effective exposure and GTI
(Good Time Interval). Finally, the event direction in sky coor-
dinates is reconstructed and reported in the AGILE event files
(EVT), excluding events flagged as charged background parti-
cles. This step produces the Level-2 (LV2) archive of LOG and
EVT files, that have been used for the construction of this Cat-
alog. The AGILE-GRID data obtained both in pointing and in
spinning mode are publicly available from the ASI/SSDC2.
2.4. Observations
The 2AGL Catalog sensitivity is not uniform, reflecting the in-
homogeneous AGILE-GRID sky coverage during the ‘point-
ing period’, with a mean exposure focused mainly towards the
Galactic plane: this means that the Catalog covers the entire sky
with this observational bias. In addition, the sensitivity is not in-
trinsically uniform over the sky due to the large range of bright-
ness of the foreground diffuse Galactic γ-ray emission. The to-
tal γ-ray exposure and intensity maps obtained over the selected
period with the FM3.119 filter, in Hammer-Aitoff projection and
Galactic coordinates, are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively.
Exposure values span from 1 to 20235 cm2 s sr; 10% of the pix-
els have a value of less than 1200 cm2 s sr, which corresponds
2 https://www.asdc.asi.it/mmia/index.php?mission=agilemmia
to about 16 days of effective exposure. This is the minimum ex-
posure value corresponding to a 2AGL source detection.
The AGILE Commissioning ended on July 9, 2007, and the
following science verification phase (SVP) lasted about four
months, up to November 30, 2007. On December 1, 2007 the
baseline nominal observations and pointing plan of AO Cycle-
1 (AO-1) started with the Guest Observer program, with the
AGILE spacecraft operating in pointing mode until October 15,
2009, and completing 101 pointings called observation blocks
(OBs), see Table 1.
The AGILE pointings are subject to illumination constraints
requiring that the fixed solar panels always be oriented within 3◦
from the Sun direction. OBs usually consisted of predefined long
exposures, drifting about 1◦ per day with respect to the initial
boresight direction to obey solar panels constraints. The strategy
that drove the pointing history during the first two years of ob-
servations (Cycle-1 and Cycle-2) reflected the need to achieve a
good balance between Galactic and extra-galactic targets as well
as optimal observability from both space- and ground-based fa-
cilities.
The AGILE Pointing Plan has been prepared taking into ac-
count several scientific and operational requirements such as:
– maximisation of the overall sky exposure factor by limiting
the observation of the sky regions more affected by Earth
occultation;
– substantial exposure of the Galactic plane and in particular of
the Galactic Center and of the Cygnus regions during Cycle-
1 in order to achieve long-time scale monitoring of Galactic
γ-ray and hard X-ray sources;
– maximisation of the scientific output of the mission during
Cycle-2 in co-presence with the Fermi satellite, looking for
confirmation of transient activity from several candidates de-
tected during Cycle-1.
The AGILE Pointing Plan was aimed in particular at reaching
specific scientific goals, including:
– large photon counting statistic for γ-ray pulsar candidates;
– improved positioning of the majority of unidentified γ-ray
sources concentrated in the galactic plane;
– micro-quasar studies with simultaneous hard X-ray and γ-
ray data;
– determination of the origin of γ-ray emission associated with
a selected list of supernova remnants;
– an improvement of the γ-ray Galactic diffuse emission model
and of the Galactic cosmic-ray propagation and interaction in
specific regions.
Because of the transient nature of the majority of extragalactic γ-
ray sources and of many new γ-ray candidates in our Galaxy, and
taking into account the large field of view of the AGILE-GRID,
the general strategy to reconcile extragalactic and Galactic in-
vestigations within a single observing plan, was to carry out 4-6
Target of Opportunity (ToO) repointings per year due to source
flaring activity. Nine repointings where actually carried out due
to Galactic or extra-galactic flaring activity, for a total of 12 ToO
Observation Blocks out of 101 (3 of which have been extension
of previous ones.) These 9 ToO repointings had a minimal im-
pact (about 9%) on the long-duration baseline coverage of the
Galactic plane. There is however an observational bias regard-
ing a few well-known high-latitude blazars such as 3C279 and
PKS 0537-441, which in the 2AGL have an high average flux
value because they have been mainly observed in ToO pointings
during flares.
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A γ-ray flare monitoring program is active on daily basis
since the beginning of the mission, with a dedicated alert sys-
tem that is implemented within the AGILE Ground Segment and
a Flare Advocate working group. Details are reported in (Bul-
garelli et al. 2014; Pittori et al. 2013).
Since November 2009, due to a failure of the spacecraft re-
action wheel, the attitude control system was reconfigured and
the scientific mode of operation was changed. Currently the in-
strument operates in ‘spinning mode’, i.e. the instrument scans
the sky with an angular velocity of about 0.8◦s−1, resulting in an
exposure of about 7× 106 cm2 s for about 70% of the sky in one
day.
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Fig. 1: The squared root scaled exposure sky map in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy range in Galactic coordinates and Hammer-Aitoff
projection for the 2.3-year period analysed for the 2AGL Catalog (expressed in units of cm2 s sr). Bin size = 0.1◦.
Fig. 2: The intensity map in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy band in Galactic coordinates and Hammer-Aitoff projection for the
2.3-year period analysed for the 2AGL Catalog (expressed in units of ph cm−2s−1sr−1). Bin size = 0.1◦.
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Region Name OB Number Starting RA, Dec Starting LII, BII Observation Start Observation End Observation Start Observation End
J2000 (deg) (deg) (UTC) (UTC) (MJD) (MJD)
3C279 Region 900 195.596 , -6.649 307.8118 , 56.1183 2007-07-09 12:00 2007-07-13 12:00 54290.500 54294.500
VELA Region 1000 157.979 , -60.214 286.4188 , -1.8951 2007-07-13 12:00 2007-07-24 12:00 54294.500 54305.500
ToO 3C 454.3 1100 17.829 , 36.694 127.3645 , -26.0059 2007-07-24 12:00 2007-07-30 12:00 54305.500 54311.500
ToO 3C 454.3 1150 17.829 , 36.694 127.3645 , -26.0059 2007-07-24 12:00 2007-07-30 12:00 54305.500 54311.500
VELA Region 1200 150.836 , -70.19 289.5293 , -11.8265 2007-07-30 12:00 2007-08-01 12:00 54311.500 54313.500
SA Crab -45 1300 37.097 , 12.712 156.5885 , -43.7329 2007-08-01 12:00 2007-08-02 12:00 54313.500 54314.500
VELA Region 1400 176.006 , -66.063 296.1593 , -4.0824 2007-08-02 12:00 2007-08-12 12:00 54314.500 54324.500
SA Crab -35 1500 47.41 , 16.075 164.8343 , -35.3162 2007-08-12 12:00 2007-08-13 12:00 54324.500 54325.500
VELA Region 1600 195.551 , -66.564 304.0044 , -3.7154 2007-08-13 12:00 2007-08-22 12:00 54325.500 54334.500
SA Crab -25 1700 57.139 , 18.566 171.0790 , -27.3115 2007-08-22 12:00 2007-08-23 12:00 54334.500 54335.500
VELA Region 1800 216.979 , -64.437 313.1071 , -3.4890 2007-08-23 12:00 2007-08-27 12:00 54335.500 54339.500
Galactic Plane 1900 236.570 , -41.874 334.4369 , 10.0581 2007-08-27 12:00 2007-09-01 12:00 54339.500 54344.500
SA Crab (15,15) 2000 69.483 , 5.592 190.8962 , -26.2858 2007-09-01 12:00 2007-09-02 12:00 54344.500 54345.500
SA Crab (0,15) 2100 68.205 , 20.566 177.1349 , -18.2781 2007-09-02 12:00 2007-09-03 12:00 54345.500 54346.500
SA Crab (-15,15) 2200 66.651 , 35.559 164.6334 , -9.3529 2007-09-03 12:00 2007-09-04 12:00 54346.500 54347.500
Field 8 2300 51.408 , 71.022 134.8816 , 11.8210 2007-09-04 12:00 2007-09-12 12:00 54347.500 54355.500
SA Crab (0,5) 2400 78.535 , 21.730 182.1630 , -9.8874 2007-09-12 12:00 2007-09-13 12:00 54355.500 54356.500
Field 8 2500 74.882 , 58.334 150.9906 , 9.7255 2007-09-13 12:00 2007-09-15 12:00 54356.500 54358.500
SA Crab (45,0) 2600 84.212 , -23.014 226.7035 , -26.1161 2007-09-15 12:00 2007-09-16 12:00 54358.500 54359.500
SA Crab (5,0) 2700 82.987 , 16.983 188.5217 , -8.9833 2007-09-16 12:00 2007-09-17 12:00 54359.500 54360.500
SA Crab (0,0) 2800 83.774 , 22.026 184.6179 , -5.6675 2007-09-17 12:00 2007-09-18 12:00 54360.500 54361.500
SA Crab (-5,0) 2900 84.62 , 27.048 180.7737 , -2.3343 2007-09-18 12:00 2007-09-19 12:00 54361.500 54362.500
SA Crab (-15,0) 3000 85.347 , 37.089 172.5873 , 3.5179 2007-09-19 12:00 2007-09-20 12:00 54362.500 54363.500
SA Crab (-25,0) 3100 86.174 , 47.118 164.2603 , 9.2213 2007-09-20 12:00 2007-09-21 12:00 54363.500 54364.500
SA Crab (-35,0) 3200 87.140 , 57.126 155.6110 , 14.6016 2007-09-21 12:00 2007-09-22 12:00 54364.500 54365.500
SA Crab (-45,0) 3300 88.348 , 67.136 146.4473 , 19.4825 2007-09-22 12:00 2007-09-23 12:00 54365.500 54366.500
SA Crab (0,-5) 3400 90.097 , 22.143 187.5419 , -0.5862 2007-09-23 12:00 2007-09-24 12:00 54366.500 54367.500
SA Crab (15,0) 3500 91.034 , 7.141 201.1056 , -7.1395 2007-09-24 12:00 2007-09-25 12:00 54367.500 54368.500
SA Crab (25,0) 3600 91.838 , -2.882 210.4602 , -11.1195 2007-09-25 12:00 2007-09-26 12:00 54368.500 54369.500
SA Crab (35,0) 3700 92.502 , -12.926 220.0176 , -14.9489 2007-09-26 12:00 2007-09-27 12:00 54369.500 54370.500
Crab Nebula 3800 94.323 , 22.050 189.5211 , 2.7938 2007-09-27 12:00 2007-10-01 12:00 54370.500 54374.500
SA Crab (0,-15) 3900 98.552 , 21.875 191.4932 , 6.1922 2007-10-01 12:00 2007-10-02 12:00 54374.500 54375.500
SA Crab (-15,-15) 4000 100.839 , 36.784 178.6417 , 14.3544 2007-10-02 12:00 2007-10-03 12:00 54375.500 54376.500
SA Crab (15,-15) 4100 99.566 , 6.788 205.3927 , 0.1791 2007-10-03 12:00 2007-10-04 12:00 54376.500 54377.500
Crab Field 4200 101.724 , 21.699 192.9681 , 8.7550 2007-10-04 12:00 2007-10-12 12:00 54377.500 54385.500
SA Crab (0,-25) 4300 110.131 , 20.718 197.2281 , 15.4667 2007-10-12 12:00 2007-10-13 12:00 54385.500 54386.500
Gal. Center 4400 290.920 , -18.896 19.2683 , -15.4110 2007-10-13 12:00 2007-10-22 12:00 54386.500 54395.500
SA Crab (0,-35) 4500 120.494 , 18.879 203.0392 , 23.7444 2007-10-22 12:00 2007-10-23 12:00 54395.500 54396.500
Gal. Center Reg. 4600 301.173 , -17.107 25.0972 , -23.6663 2007-10-23 12:00 2007-10-24 08:00 54396.500 54397.333
ToO 0716+714 4610 148.939 , 67.888 143.3642 , 41.5875 2007-10-24 08:00 2007-10-29 12:00 54397.333 54402.500
ToO Extended 4630 157.461 , 66.942 141.5537 , 44.7248 2007-10-29 12:00 2007-11-01 12:00 54402.500 54405.500
SA Crab (0,-45) 4700 130.614 , 16.339 209.7914 , 31.7351 2007-11-01 12:00 2007-11-02 12:00 54405.500 54406.500
Cygnus Region 4800 296.880 , 34.501 69.5937 , 4.6227 2007-11-02 12:00 2007-12-01 12:00 54406.500 54435.500
Cygnus Field 1 4900 304.432 , 53.552 88.8156 , 9.9272 2007-12-01 12:00 2007-12-05 09:00 54435.500 54439.375
Cygnus Repointing 4910 322.496 , 38.244 85.1187 , -9.4171 2007-12-05 09:00 2007-12-16 12:00 54439.375 54450.500
Cygnus Repointing 4920 322.496 , 38.244 85.1187 , -9.4171 2007-12-05 09:00 2007-12-16 12:00 54439.375 54450.500
Virgo Field 5010 173.433 , -0.437 265.6464 , 56.7005 2007-12-16 12:00 2008-01-08 12:00 54450.500 54473.500
Vela Field 5100 147.060 , -62.517 283.4703 , -6.7881 2008-01-08 12:00 2008-02-01 12:00 54473.500 54497.500
South Gal Pole 5200 58.347 , -37.795 240.3889 , -50.5780 2008-02-01 12:00 2008-02-09 09:00 54497.500 54505.375
ToO MKN 421 5210 250.974 , 50.293 77.3096 , 40.6278 2008-02-09 09:00 2008-02-12 12:00 54505.375 54508.500
South Gal Pole Repointing 5220 65.660 , -35.714 237.5007 , -44.6737 2008-02-12 12:00 2008-02-14 12:00 54508.500 54510.500
Musca Field 5300 191.934 , -71.893 302.6408 , -9.0241 2008-02-14 12:00 2008-03-01 12:00 54510.500 54526.500
Gal. Center 1 5400 243.596 , -50.979 332.1063 , 0.0207 2008-03-01 12:00 2008-03-16 12:00 54526.500 54541.500
Gal. Center 2 5450 265.781 , -28.626 359.9782 , 0.6280 2008-03-16 12:00 2008-03-30 12:00 54541.500 54555.500
Table 1: The Observation Blocks (OB) of AGILE observations in "pointing mode".
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Region Name OB Number Starting RA, Dec Starting LII, BII Observation Start Observation End Observation Start Observation End
J2000 (deg) (deg) (UTC) (UTC) (MJD) (MJD)
Anti-Center 1 5500 100.944 , 21.711 192.6369 , 8.1084 2008-03-30 12:00 2008-04-05 12:00 54555.500 54561.500
SA Crab (8,24) 5510 108.283 , 28.625 188.9607 , 16.9953 2008-04-05 12:00 2008-04-07 12:00 54561.500 54563.500
SA Crab (15,26) 5520 111.762 , 35.688 183.0072 , 22.2023 2008-04-07 12:00 2008-04-08 12:00 54563.500 54564.500
Anti-Center 2 5530 110.404 , 20.758 197.2962 , 15.7167 2008-04-08 12:00 2008-04-10 12:00 54564.500 54566.500
Vulpecula Field 5600 286.259 , 20.819 53.0394 , 6.4733 2008-04-10 12:00 2008-04-30 12:00 54566.500 54586.500
North Gal Pole 5700 250.075 , 72.497 104.8522 , 35.4379 2008-04-30 12:00 2008-05-10 12:00 54586.500 54596.500
Cygnus Field 2 5800 304.286 , 35.974 74.0497 , 0.2720 2008-05-10 12:00 2008-06-09 18:00 54596.500 54626.750
ToO WComae ON+231 5810 182.285 , 29.614 195.5016 , 80.3738 2008-06-09 18:00 2008-06-15 12:00 54626.750 54632.500
Cygnus Repointing 5820 323.248 , 50.079 93.6645 , -1.1664 2008-06-15 12:00 2008-06-30 12:00 54632.500 54647.500
Antlia Field 5900 161.83 , -47.73 282.31 , 10.11 2008-06-30 12:00 2008-07-25 18:00 54647.500 54672.750
TOO 3C 454.3 5910 19.37 , 38.09 128.56 , -24.49 2008-07-25 18:00 2008-07-31 12:00 54672.750 54678.500
Extension TOO 3C454.3 5920 25.09 , 40.12 330.46 , 28.98 2008-07-31 12:00 2008-08-15 12:00 54678.500 54693.500
Musca Field 2 6010 175.31 , -74.13 298.10 , -11.92 2008-08-15 12:00 2008-08-31 12:00 54693.500 54709.500
ToO SGR 0501+4516 6110 61.87 , 44.06 333.90 , 27.26 2008-08-31 12:00 2008-09-10 12:00 54709.500 54719.500
Gal. Center 3 6200 256.55 , -28.53 355.51 , 7.40 2008-09-10 12:00 2008-10-10 12:00 54719.500 54749.500
ToO PKS 0537-441 6210 98.80 , -46.77 255.44 , -22.05 2008-10-10 12:00 2008-10-17 12:00 54749.500 54756.500
Aquila Field 6310 290.97 , 10.10 45.62 , -2.51 2008-10-17 12:00 2008-10-31 12:00 54756.500 54770.500
Cygnus Field 3 6400 295.52 , 35.64 70.03 , 6.15 2008-10-31 12:00 2008-11-30 12:00 54770.500 54800.500
Cygnus Field 4 6500 320.40 , 35.50 81.95 , -10.17 2008-11-30 12:00 2008-12-20 12:00 54800.500 54820.500
Cygnus Field 5 6600 334.10 , 44.05 95.70 , -10.47 2008-12-20 12:00 2009-01-12 18:00 54820.500 54843.750
ToO Carina Field 6610 161.67 , -59.86 287.86 , -0.69 2009-01-12 18:00 2009-01-19 18:00 54843.750 54850.750
Cygnus Field 6 6710 325.75 , 68.11 106.75 , 11.37 2009-01-19 18:00 2009-02-28 12:00 54850.750 54890.500
Gal.Center 4 6800 247.20 , -29.03 349.85 , 13.43 2009-02-28 12:00 2009-03-25 12:00 54890.500 54915.500
Gal.Center Prolonged 6810 275.73 , -30.50 2.59 , -7.83 2009-03-25 12:00 2009-03-31 12:00 54915.500 54921.500
Crab Field 6910 102.70 , 31.71 184.07 , 13.75 2009-03-31 12:00 2009-04-07 12:00 54921.500 54928.500
Aquila Field 1 7010 288.88 , -19.31 18.06 , -13.82 2009-04-07 12:00 2009-04-15 12:00 54928.500 54936.500
Aquila Field 2 7100 290.88 , 16.16 50.92 , 0.44 2009-04-15 12:00 2009-04-30 12:00 54936.500 54951.500
Cygnus Field 7 7200 299.11 , 29.78 66.49 , 0.59 2009-04-30 12:00 2009-05-15 12:00 54951.500 54966.500
Vela Field 2 7300 127.35 , -37.14 256.41 , 1.08 2009-05-15 12:00 2009-05-25 18:00 54966.500 54976.750
3rd ToO 3C454.3 7310 328.44 , 10.91 68.32 , -32.54 2009-05-25 18:00 2009-05-29 12:00 54976.750 54980.500
Restart Vela Field 2 7320 136.50 , -40.71 263.67 , 4.38 2009-05-29 12:00 2009-06-04 12:00 54980.500 54986.500
Virgo Field 2 7410 167.14 , 10.71 242.13 , 60.76 2009-06-04 12:00 2009-06-15 12:00 54986.500 54997.500
Cygnus Field 8 7500 330.22 , 43.11 92.83 , -9.58 2009-06-15 12:00 2009-06-25 12:00 54997.500 55007.500
Cygnus Field 9 7600 344.77 , 37.90 99.66 , -19.84 2009-06-25 12:00 2009-07-15 12:00 55007.500 55027.500
Cygnus Field 10 7700 330.35 , 64.26 105.73 , 7.23 2009-07-15 12:00 2009-08-12 12:00 55027.500 55055.500
Vela Field 3 7800 202.30 , -62.10 307.33 , 0.45 2009-08-12 12:00 2009-08-31 12:00 55055.500 55074.500
Norma Field 7900 243.77 , -35.45 343.05 , 11.11 2009-08-31 12:00 2009-09-10 12:00 55074.500 55084.500
SA Crab (15,6) 8000 78.33 , 6.66 195.06 , -18.31 2009-09-10 12:00 2009-09-13 12:00 55084.500 55087.500
SA Crab (25,3) 8100 81.78 , -3.12 205.88 , -20.15 2009-09-13 12:00 2009-09-16 12:00 55087.500 55090.500
Galactic Center 5 8200 263.19 , -23.49 232.78 , -28.89 2009-09-16 12:00 2009-09-30 12:00 55090.500 55104.500
Aquila Field 3 8300 278.13 , -23.22 10.11 , -6.45 2009-09-30 12:00 2009-10-15 12:00 55104.500 55119.500
Table 1: The Observation Blocks (OB) of AGILE observations in "pointing mode".
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3. Background Modeling
3.1. Galactic diffuse γ-ray background
The diffuse γ-ray background is the primary component of the
background. It is assumed to be produced by the interaction of
Cosmic Rays (CR) with the Galactic interstellar medium, the
Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and the InterStellar Ra-
diation Field (ISRF) through three physical processes: hadron-
hadron collision, Bremsstrahlung and inverse Compton emis-
sion. The model for the diffuse γ-ray background has been up-
dated for the 2AGL Catalog, with an update of the Galactic Cen-
tre region diffuse γ-ray emission and convolved with the new
IRFs H0025.
The AGILE diffuse emission model Giuliani et al. (2004)
substantially improves the previous EGRET model by using
Neutral Hydrogen (HI) and CO updated maps in order to model
the matter distribution in the Galaxy. It is based on a 3-D grid
with 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ binning in Galactic longitude and latitude, and
a 0.2 kpc step in distance along the line of sight. Concerning the
distribution of neutral hydrogen, we use the Leiden-Argentine-
Bonn (LAB) survey of Galactic HI Kalberla et al. (2005). The
LAB survey improves the previous results especially in terms of
sensitivity (by an order of magnitude), velocity range and resolu-
tion. In order to properly project the velocity-resolved radio data,
we use the Galactic rotation curves parameterised by (Clemens
1985). The detailed and relatively high-resolution distribution of
molecular hydrogen is obtained from the CO observations de-
scribed in Dame et al. (2001). The CO is assumed to be a tracer
of molecular hydrogen, through a known ratio between hydrogen
density and CO radio emissivity.
Cosmic rays can emit γ-rays through the inverse Compton
mechanism due to their interaction with photons of the CMB and
the ISRF. In order to account for the latter component we use the
analytical model proposed by Chi & Wolfendale (1991). It de-
scribes the ISRF as the result of three main contributions: far in-
frared (due to dust emission), near infrared, and optical/UV (due
to stellar emission). The CR distribution (both protons and elec-
trons) in the Galaxy is obtained using the GALPROP CR model
(Strong et al. 2000). As an example, Fig. 3 reports the AGILE
diffuse γ-ray background emission model convolved with PSF
and energy dispersion in the 300 MeV – 1 GeV energy range.
3.2. Isotropic background
The (quasi) isotropic background includes both a contribution
from the cosmic extragalactic diffuse emission as well as a com-
ponent of noise due to residual cosmic-ray induced backgrounds
at the detector level. This residual particle background is dom-
inant in the AGILE data used for this analysis (based on the
standard filter FM3.119)3. We evaluate the isotropic background
with the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) method in each
region within the radius of analysis of each gamma-ray candi-
date source (see Sect. 4.1). This background is represented by
a parameter for each energy bin in the MLE (that could be left
free or fixed after its evaluation), taking typical values between
4 − 8 × 10−5 cts cm−2s−1sr−1 in the energy range 100 MeV – 10
GeV.
3 The estimate of the pure cosmic extragalactic diffuse emission is out
of the scope of this paper, and it would require much more stringent re-
quirements on the purity of the gamma-ray event selection Ackermann
et al. (2015).
3.3. Residual Earth limb
At the ∼ 550 km altitude of the (equatorial nearly-circular) or-
bit of AGILE, the limb of the Earth is an intense source of γ-
rays from CR collisions with the upper atmosphere, and during
the observations the AGILE-GRID Field of View generally sub-
tended part of the Earth limb. Even if a residual component of
limb emission remains in the data, thanks to an effective on-
board background rejection filtering (Argan et al. 2004), to fur-
ther reduce gamma-ray Earth-albedo contamination we limit the
data selection and exposure calculations excluding photons com-
ing within 80◦ from the reconstructed satellite-Earth vector (al-
brad=80), as in the 1AGL and 1AGLR catalogs. The AGILE
TeVCat (Rappoldi et al. 2016) uses a more conservative angle
cut with a value of albrad=85◦.
4. Construction of the Catalog
The 2AGL Catalog is a catalog of point-like and extended
sources. In this section we report the procedure to construct the
2AGL Catalog, emphasising the differences with respect to the
1AGL Catalog. Most of the procedure reported here is relevant
for point-like sources. The analysis of extended sources is de-
scribed in Sect. 4.9.
The basic analysis steps are source detection and localiza-
tion, significance estimation, and spectral shape determination.
Each step has been performed with the AGILE-GRID Science
Tools (version BUILD25).
4.1. General analysis method
All analyses are performed using a binned MLE (Maximum
Likelihood Estimator) method. The analysis depends on the
isotropic and Galactic diffuse emission, the γ-ray photon statis-
tics, the IRFs as a function of energy and off-axis angle, and on
the background filtering.
A likelihood ratio test is used to compare two ensembles of
models, each model is a linear combination of parameters for
point-like and extended sources, isotropic and Galactic diffuse
γ-ray background components of the γ-ray emission, and adding
also point-like sources with fixed γ-ray emission; the two en-
sembles of models are one a parameter subset of the other. For
each ensemble of models the set of free parameters is estimated
by fitting the model with the data and computing the maximum
likelihoods, where L0 is the likelihood for the null hypothesis
and L1 is the likelihood for the alternative hypothesis. The like-
lihood ratio test is L0/L1, and the test statistic TS is defined as
TS = −2 ln(L0/L1) (Mattox et al. 1996; Bulgarelli et al. 2012a).
The test statistics TS is used for quantifying how significantly a
source emerges from the background (Wilks 1938).
To describe a single point-like source, between four and six
parameters are used (two for the position, one for the predicted
counts and the remaining for the shape parameters of the spec-
tral model, see Sect. 4.1.2): the results are the predicted source
counts, the values of the spectral shape parameters, and the posi-
tion of the source in Galactic coordinates. The parameters re-
ported in this paper are estimated by a likelihood analysis of
the 10◦ field surrounding the sources and considering nearby
sources.
Among the parameters evaluated by MLE, the background
is described by the coefficients of the Galactic diffuse (see
Sect. 3.1) and isotropic (see Sect. 3.2) background. We have two
parameters for each energy bin to describe the Galactic (diffuse)
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Fig. 3: AGILE diffuse γ-ray background emission model Giuliani et al. (2004) in the 300 MeV – 1 GeV energy range, in
ph cm−2s−1sr−1, in Plate Carree projection with a bin size of 0.1◦.
and isotropic γ-ray emission: (i) ggal, the coefficient of the Galac-
tic diffuse emission model, and (ii) giso×10−5cts cm−2s−1sr−1, the
isotropic diffuse intensity. A value of ggal < 1 is expected if the
Galactic diffuse emission model is correct. An average value of
g¯gal = (0.46 ± 0.09) is obtained in this analysis.
The parameters kept free are estimated by the MLE. It is
possible to keep each parameter either free or fixed; a free pa-
rameter is allowed to vary to find the maximum likelihood. The
point-like source parameters are varied with the following pos-
sible combinations: (1) variation of only the flux, (2) variation
of position and flux, (3) variation of spectral shape and flux, or
(4) variation of all parameters. For the 2AGL Catalog the posi-
tion, the flux and the spectral model parameters are estimated in
the same procedure with a global fitting that takes care, at the
same time, e.g. that a shifted position would affect the spectral
models or the positions of nearby sources. For some cases de-
scribed hereafter the number of free parameters is reduced (see
Sect. 4.1.1 and 4.1.2).
To describe an extended source we produce a template of the
shape of the extended emission at the expected position and we
fit this shape with data, with a fixed spectral index α (we use
α = 2.1) of a Power Law (the only available spectral shape for
extended source provided by the AGILE Science Tools), allow-
ing the predicted counts to vary. The photons are binned into
FITS count maps. The γ-ray exposure maps, and Galactic dif-
fuse emission maps are then used to calculate the parameters of
the models. Particular care is required to carry out the analysis
in regions of the Galactic plane that are characterised by a rela-
tively high and structured flux of the diffuse Galactic emission,
as well as in regions near bright γ-ray sources leading to possible
source confusion.
4.1.1. Localisation
The position of each source is determined by maximising the
likelihood with respect to its position, keeping the other param-
eters of the point-like source free. For each source we evaluate
the 95% elliptical and circular confidence regions.
The AGILE Science Tools perform the positional and spec-
tral shape optimisation at the same time, but sometimes the con-
tour is not evaluated during the spectral shape evaluation, due
to the high number of free parameters; as consequence, it is not
possible to obtain confidence regions optimised with the spectral
shape, even if the best position of the source is correctly evalu-
ated by MLE. To overcome this problem we evaluate the best
position and elliptical confidence region reducing the number of
free parameters: all these sources are marked with flag 5 (see
Table 2).
4.1.2. Spectral Models
We perform a full energy band spectral fit of the data to incorpo-
rate the constraint that the spectral shape should smoothly vary
with energy. The 1AGL and 1AGLR Catalogs considered only
Power Law (PL) spectra; this was a simpler approach but not a
good spectral representation for bright sources. With the expo-
sure increasing, the discrepancies between PL and curved spec-
tra could affect the global fit of the source, altering the spec-
tra of nearby sources. Increasing the number of free parameters
means that finding the true best fit is more difficult and, therefore,
only spectra with one or two additional parameters are consid-
ered. The spectral representations used in the 2AGL Catalog are
Power Law, exponential cut-off Power Law, super-exponential
cut-off Power Law, and Log Parabola.
The Power Law spectral model (PL) is used for all sources
not significantly curved and with low exposure:
dN
dE
= N0E−α, (1)
where N0 is the prefactor, and alpha is the index explicitly eval-
uated by the MLE method. Our MLE spectral fitting does not
explicitly output the prefactor value, which is internally calcu-
lated by the numerical procedure.
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The majority of the 2AGL sources are described by a Power
Law. With the exception of the brightest sources, the AGILE-
GRID analysis may not be spectrally resolved due to low statis-
tics. In this case the Power Law spectral model is assumed and in
general, a fixed spectral index α = 2.1 is adopted for the initial
step of the MLE analysis. The exponential cut-off Power Law
spectral model (PC) is
dN
dE
= N0E−α exp
(
− E
Ec
)
, (2)
where N0 is the prefactor, α is the index, and Ec is the cut-off
energy. Ec and α are explicitly provided by the MLE method.
The super exponential cut-off Power Law spectral model (PS) is
dN
dE
= N0E−α exp
(
−
(
E
Ec
)β)
, (3)
where N0 is the prefactor, α is the first index, β the second
index, and Ec is the cut-off energy. The parameters α, Ec and β
are explicitly provided by the MLE method.
The Log Parabola spectral model (LP) is
dN
dE
= N0E−α−η ln(E/E0), (4)
where N0 is the prefactor, α is the first index, η the curvature.
The parameters α, Ec and η are explicitly provided by the MLE
method.
In order to select the best spectral shape for every source, we
perform a full spectral fit of the data with the spectral representa-
tions listed in this section. The MLE estimator does not converge
with all spectral shapes: this can be due to poor statistics or to the
presence of too many parameters in the spectral model. Another
common problem is that, even if there is a fit convergence, the
estimated parameters are too close to their limits or their errors
are greater than the values of the parameters themselves: in these
cases the fit is discarded. Our selection of curved spectra follows
the acceptance criteria described in (Nolan et al. 2012). Briefly, a
source is considered significantly curved if TS curved > 16, where
TS curved = 2 × (log L(curved spectrum) − log L(power law),
where L is the likelihood function obtained changing only the
spectral representation of that source and refitting all free pa-
rameters.
4.1.3. Upper limit calculation
Upper limits are calculated using the same technique used for the
asymmetrical errors for detected sources. We find the point-like
source flux which maximises the likelihood.
The calculated upper limit is a conservative value guaranteed
to be at or above the upper limit of the confidence interval. It is
calculated using the following simple formula: UL = ∆F+ + |F|
where ∆F+ is the positive error in the flux and |F| is the absolute
value of the flux. In the 2AGL Catalog we report the 2σ upper
limits.
For very faint sources (in a single energy band or for the full
energy band during the variability analysis) when TS < 1 we
have used a Bayesian method (Helene 1983). The upper limit
is found by integrating the likelihood from 0 up to the flux that
encompasses 95% of the posterior probability: in this way the
upper limits calculated with both methods are similar for sources
with TS = 1.
4.2. Binned sky maps preparation
In order to merge the data from different observing periods over
the whole sky, we have produced sets of sky maps in the ARC
projection (Calabretta & Greisen 2002) in Galactic coordinates.
Cataloged sources are detected by merging all the available data
over the entire time period.
Different sets of counts and exposure maps were produced
with the AGILE-GRID standard software package. We report
choice of parameters for maps generation of all sets, reporting
in parenthesis the parameters values to be used in the software
package distributed to AGILE Guest Observers.
To reduce the particle background contamination, only
events tagged as confirmed γ-ray events were selected
( f iltercode = 5). The South Atlantic Anomaly data were ex-
cluded (phasecode = 6) and all γ-ray events whose recon-
structed directions with respect to the satellite-Earth vector is
smaller than 80◦ (albrad = 80) were also rejected, in order to
eliminate the Earth albedo contamination.
The considered energy range for the 2AGL source analysis
is 100 MeV – 10 GeV. To reduce the uncertainty in the recon-
struction of events, we have selected only photons with a recon-
structed direction within 50◦ from the boresight ( f ovradmax =
50).
4.3. Determination of seeds
The detection and localization procedure is basically iterative,
starting from a list of seeds. The seeds are the initial sky posi-
tions of the candidate point-like sources. The process starts with-
out any set of input sources, to avoid any kind of biases from
different data sets.
A tiling of the sky is created ("pixelization"). For each re-
gion of the sky, the initial set of candidate sources has been
determined using blind search techniques as a wavelet-based
method ("wavelet algorithm") and generating significance maps
(TS maps) iteratively. Each region has been optimised indepen-
dently. At the end of this step we get an independent list of seeds
for each region of the sky.
Pixelization. To create a tile of the sky with a sufficient res-
olution, we have used 3072 circular regions (hereafter called
“rings") centred on points defined by HEALPix (Hierarchical
Equal Area isoLatitude Pixelization) (Górski et al. 2005) tessel-
lation with Nside = 16. We have produced binned maps of 0.5◦
(used only for test) and 0.1◦ bin size with a side of 30◦ for each
tile in Galactic coordinates, whose centres lay at constant lati-
tude, with a unique energy bin of 100 MeV – 10 GeV. The tiles
are discrete, overlapping and not independent. HEALPix algo-
rithm produces a subdivision of a spherical surface in which each
pixel covers the same surface area as every other pixel. Note,
however, that here we do not use the HEALPix projection but
only a property of its grid; the pixel centres occur on a discrete
number of rings of constant latitude in order to represent all-sky
binned γ-ray data.
Wavelet algorithm. A Continuous Wavelet Transform
(CWT) is used to determine the first list of seeds. CWT anal-
yses a signal at different scales and is computed convolving the
signal under investigation with the dilated and translated version
of a wavelet function. When the support of the wavelet is small
the CWT reacts mainly to high frequencies while, as the dilation
increases, the wavelet support increases and the CWT is able to
detect the lower frequency components of the signal (Louis et al.
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1997). In this work we used the negative of the Laplacian of the
Gaussian, called Marr or Mexican Hat wavelet:
ψ(x) = (2 − ‖x‖2) exp
(
2 − ‖x‖
2
2
)
(5)
This wavelet has a positive kernel surrounded by a negative
annulus. Its positive kernel has a Gaussian-like shape very sim-
ilar to the AGILE-GRID Point Spread Function (PSF) hence it
is effective in detecting point-like sources. It has a limited extent
both in spatial and Fourier domains that guarantees good local-
ization performance and limited aliasing effects (Freeman et al.
2002).
We use binned maps of 0.1◦ × 0.1◦. The CWT of these maps
consists of a three-dimensional grid of pixels with the third di-
mension corresponding to the scales at which the transform is
computed. We use a dyadic scale starting from one pixel up to
the map size. The CWT at scales between 1 to 5 pixels provides
evidence of point-like sources, some extended sources or clus-
ters of sources are evident at scales between 5 and 10 pixels,
while at higher scales the background is clearly identified.
The detection of sources is related to the probability of cor-
rectly classifying each pixel of the CWT as belonging to a source
or to the cosmic background. The source detection threshold of
each pixel is derived simulating several background sky-maps
and computing the CWT. In general, if a group of pixel is se-
lected at any given scale then a similar group will exist both at
a finer and at a coarser scale. Each connected region of CWT
pixels in a given range of scales can be considered as a putative
source characterized by its centroid (spatial position) and scale
extension. An example of 4 scales applied to the Cygnus region
is shown in Fig. 4.
Iterative procedure on significance TS maps. The second
list of seeds is determined to compute the significance TS map
for each ring with an iterative procedure.
The first step starts without sources and, for each bin of the
map, we perform a MLE, adding a point-like source in the en-
semble of models at the centre of the bin under evaluation, with
the flux parameter kept free assuming a Power-Law spectral in-
dex α = 2.1. We have used binned maps of 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ and a
radius of search of 5◦. For each interaction we may obtain a
set of neighbouring bins with high significance. We select a new
candidate seed selecting the bin with the maximum TS value and
only if TS > 9: the position of the seed is in the centre of the
bin. This seed is added to the ensemble of models for the next
iteration with the list of seeds identified in the previous steps.
The seeds are kept with flux and position parameters fixed. The
iterative procedure stops if no detection is found with TS > 9 or
if the maximum allowed number of iterations is reached. At the
end all seeds are merged, combining in one single seed the over-
lapping ones. Seeds close to the boundary of the circle of search
in are removed, but the seeds can still survive because they are
found in the neighbouring and overlapping rings with a position
closest to the centre of the ring. An example of this iterative
procedure on Cygnus region is shown in Fig. 5.
Final list of seeds The list of seeds obtained from the itera-
tive procedure on the significance TS is added to the list of seeds
obtained with the wavelet technique. The detections present only
in the wavelet list are checked with a manual analysis and added
to the final list if the detection has
√
TS ≥ 3. The final list of
seeds results in 912 candidate point-like sources.
4.4. Iterative analysis of seeds
The main purpose of this step is to reduce the number of seeds
obtaining, at the end, a list of candidate sources for a refined
analysis.
Pixelisation. We create a tiling of the sky for this step of
analysis using 192 rings centred on points defined by HEALPix
tessellation with Nside = 4. We produce binned maps of 0.1◦ bin
size with a side of 50◦ for each tile oriented with the north Galac-
tic pole facing upward, whose centres are at a constant latitude
with a single energy bin 100 MeV – 10 GeV. We use a lower
number of rings for this step in order to reduce the border effects
of the rings.
Iterative automated analysis of seeds This stage starts from
the list of seeds, ordered according to the estimated flux. For
each iteration, an automated procedure selects one seed and the
best ring for analysis, adding to the ensemble of models the seeds
obtained with the previous iterations of this procedure and within
25◦ from the centre of the selected ring. The seeds within 5◦ from
the selected seed under analysis are kept with flux free, and the
seed under analysis is kept with position and flux free. The MLE
method interactively optimises the position and flux of all the
seeds of the region at the same time, with a radius of analysis
of 10◦. The localisation procedure of point-like sources provides
the position, the 95% elliptical confidence region, and the best
evaluation of the significance, using for all sources a Power Law
spectral shape with α = 2.1.
At the end of each iteration the flux and position of a sin-
gle seed are optimised and the list of seeds is updated with the
new flux and position if the detection has TS > 9, otherwise the
seed is removed from the list. Since neighbouring regions are
coupled, sharing data and sources, we repeat this step until the
likelihoods are jointly optimised. With this procedure detections
above TS > 9 significance are considered during the analysis.
4.5. Manual analysis
For the most complex and crowded regions of the sky, additional
manual analysis is performed to add new candidate sources, or
to verify the results obtained with the previous step. The list of
candidate 2AGL sources is then updated with new 16 candidate
point-like sources obtained with this step. The final list of can-
didate 2AGL sources results in 318 candidate point-like sources
with TS > 9.
4.6. Refined analysis
The main purpose of this step is to confirm candidate sources
identified in the last step, obtaining at the end the final list of
2AGL sources. The 2AGL Catalog includes sources above TS >
16 significance (corresponding to 4σ with one free parameter).
Pixelisation. The sky is tiled using a refined HEALPix tes-
sellation used for the seeds with Nside = 16 corresponding to
3072 pixel with a mean spacing of 3.6645◦. We produce binned
maps of 0.1◦×0.1◦ bin size with a radius of 15◦ and with the fol-
lowing energy bins: 100 – 300, 300 – 1000, 1000 – 3000, 3000
– 10000 MeV. Additional bins of 30 – 50 and 50 – 100 MeV are
produced by the same procedure.
Best position, Spectral determination and Significance
Thresholding. The list of candidate sources obtained with the
previous steps is analysed as follows:
1. this stage starts from the list of candidate sources, ordered
according to the estimated flux;
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Fig. 4: Scales 10, 20, 25, and 35 of the wavelet algorithm applied on the Cygnus region, from top to bottom, from left to right. The
maps of scale 20 (top, right) contains a zoom of the Cygnus region.
2. extraction of the first candidate source, keeping free all its
parameters (flux, position, spectral shape parameters), keep-
ing free the flux and fixed the position of the sources that are
within 3◦ from the source under analysis, and fixing flux and
position of the remaining sources within the sky map. The
spectral shape is evaluated trying all available spectral mod-
els and selecting the best fit based on the TS curved. In some
cases the Power Law index could results close to the bound-
aries: in this case, we fix the index α = 2.1. An analysis flag
(see Sect. 5.4) is specified for this problem;
3. update of the list of candidate sources with new position,
flux and spectral model. A final run with all parameters
fixed except the flux is performed and a significance thresh-
old TS ≥ 16 (corresponding to 4σ with one free parameter)
is then applied for the final selection of candidate sources.
Restart with the next source of the list.
The source photon fluxes are reported in four energy bands:
100 – 300 MeV, 300 – 1000 MeV, 1 – 3 GeV, and 3 – 10
GeV. We perform a global fit over the full range, as described
in Sect. 4.1.2. The fluxes in each band are obtained by freezing
the spectral shape parameters to those obtained in the fit over the
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Fig. 5: The first six steps of the iterative procedure on the significance TS maps described in Sect. 4.3 applied to the Cygnus region,
panels from top to bottom, from left to right. Green circles are centred on the pixels with the maximum TS found in each step. The
last map (bottom, right) contains all the green circles of the first six steps and the final 95% confidence region of the 2AGL sources.
Note that even if border seeds are removed (see seeds found in panels 4 and 5), they are still present in the final version of the
Catalog because they may be located in the overlapping nearby rings with a position closer to the center, and sometimes the final
position could slightly change (see seed found in panel 4).
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the energy flux in the 100 MeV – 10
GeV energy range estimated from the sum of bands (ordinate)
and the fit to the full band (abscissa) for all 2AGL sources, in
10−8 ph cm−2s−1. No obvious bias can be observed.
full range and adjusting the normalization in each spectral band.
If in any band
√
(TS ) < 3, the upper limit is selected. Fig. 6 re-
ports a comparison between the energy flux estimated in the 100
MeV – 10 GeV energy range from the sum of bands and the one
estimated from the fit to the full range for all 2AGL sources. No
obvious bias can be observed.
4.7. Residual TS significance maps.
The TS significance maps is used to compute the residual sig-
nificance maps at the end of the analysis procedure to search for
missing point-like sources. Each residual TS found in this way
has been evaluated with an additional step of the refined analysis.
Five new sources have been found and added, and neighbouring
sources within a radius of 5◦ reevaluated.
4.8. Variability
A temporal variability analysis is performed on the 2AGL Cata-
log sources. Temporal variability is common to different classes
of γ-ray sources and it is important to determine a variability in-
dex. For each source we split the AGILE-GRID data in 4-days
time intervals: this is a compromise between the duration of an
observation (see Table 1) and a useful exposure time. For each
time interval we produce sky maps of 0.5◦ bin size and of 50◦
diameter, centred in the position of the source under analysis.
We produce a light curve for each source in the Catalog. Due
to the already mentioned observation constraints of the pointing
mode, the number of bins for each light curve could be differ-
ent. To define a variability index, first we analyse each time bin
keeping free only the flux of the source under analysis, adding
the neighbouring 2AGL sources within the sky map. To avoid
large error bars, the position and the spectral parameters of the
source are frozen, assuming spectral variability to be negligible;
in addition we evaluate the diffuse γ-ray background emission
and the isotropic background over the entire Observing Block.
Let TS i1 the value of the TS obtained optimising the flux in
each period of time i and TS 0 the value of TS estimated evaluat-
ing all the time bins at the same time but considering a constant
flux, TS var is described by the following relation:
TS var =
N∑
i=1
TS i1 − TS 0. (6)
If the null hypothesis is correct (the source has a constant
flux) TS var is distributed as χ2 with N-1 degrees of freedom,
and a value of TS var > h(N − 1) is used to identify variable
sources at 99% confidence level, where h(N) gives the threshold
corresponding to a 99% confidence level in a χ2 distribution with
N degrees of freedom.
It is possible to introduce a corrective factor (similar to
(Nolan et al. 2012)) to take into account the systematic error:
TS corri = F
2
σi
/(F2σi + f
2 ∗ F20). (7)
Fσi is the error on the flux in each period of time i, F0 is the
flux estimated evaluating all the time bins at the same time but
considering a constant flux. We consider f = 0.02 in our anal-
ysis (2% of systematic error). This value was found sufficient
such that no AGILE-GRID pulsars are above threshold, exclud-
ing the Crab which have a highly variable nebular component at
AGILE-GRID energies (Tavani et al. 2011; Abdo et al. 2011).
The corrected TS var is
TS ∗var =
N∑
i=1
(TS corri ∗ TS i1) − TS 0. (8)
The variability index VI assumes the value 1 if TS ∗var > h(N−
1). Upper limits calculated through the MLE method are handled
by the procedure described above. In this procedure, all the upper
limits are those obtained with the MLE method, no Bayesian
procedure was used.
To be conservative, we evaluate the VI if N > 12. Some
variable light curves (based on VI) are reported in Fig. 11 to
Fig. 13.
4.9. Extended sources
The procedure described in the previous sections is related to
point-like sources. We have modelled a list of sources as spa-
tially extended sources, using a 2D Gaussian model. Nearby
point-like sources have been fixed in position and spectral shape,
keeping only the flux free for sources within 3◦ from the ex-
tended source under analysis and removing only sources in-
side the extended template that have no association with known
point-like sources.
The list of analysed sources is reported in Table 3. The first
column reports the region name, the second and third report the
Galactic coordinates of the centre of the region, le and be, the
fourth and the fifth report the two radii, r1 and r2, used for the
analysis, that indicate the dispersion for 2D Gaussian sources.
r1 is chosen considering the observed extension at GeV and TeV
energies (or considering a mean value if the shape of the ex-
tended region is not circular), r2 is usually the double of r1 with
some exceptions (i.e. difference in radius between GeV and TeV
energies or very eccentric shape). In particular, 3FGL (Acero et
al. 2015) and TeVCat Catalogs have been used for the selection
of the two values. The online TeVCat catalog4 is continuously
4 http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/ (Wakely, S., and Horan, D.)
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updated with new sources detected by TeV experiments. At the
time of writing (January 2019), the TeVCat catalog contains a
total of 219 TeV sources.
4.10. Exposure uniformity within the region of the MLE
analysis
Due to the non-homogeneous sky coverage of the AGILE obser-
vations during the first 2.3 years, it might occur that some candi-
date sources lay near the borders of certain pointings. In order
to have an unbiased estimate of the coefficients of the Galactic
diffuse emission and isotropic background that could lead to to
an incorrect evaluation of the flux and position of the source, ex-
posure uniformity within the region of the analysis is required.
We apply a specific check to verify the uniformity of the ex-
posure within the 10-degree radius of the AGILE MLE analysis
centred at each source candidate position, over the considered
timescale. The fraction of pixels of the exposure map within the
region of analysis having a value below a pre-defined threshold
is calculated, and if it is more than 10% the region is considered
unreliable and the candidate is discarded. The exposure thresh-
old value is evaluated by calculating the mean exposure of the
observation over the full FoV area and comparing it with the
values of some reference good exposures.
5. Limitations and Systematic Uncertainties
5.1. Instrument response functions systematic uncertainties
5.1.1. Systematic uncertainties on flux
In order to estimate systematic effects due to changes in in-
strument characteristics, inaccuracies in the instrument response
functions, and uncertainties in the galactic diffuse model, we
compared the behaviour of the residual for 100 MeV - 10
GeV near the peak of the Vela pulsar as a function of Obser-
vation Blocks (see Table 1). For each Observation Block we
constructed a model consisting of three components: the point
spread function at the position of Vela with the flux and su-
per exponential cut-off Power Law spectral model listed in the
2AGL Catalog, an isotropic component of 5.9×10−5 ph cm−2s−1,
and a galactic diffuse component with coefficient 0.5, evalu-
ated during the 2AGL Catalog analysis. We then calculated the
residual = (model − counts)/exposure and the residual er-
ror residualerror =
√
2 × model/exposure. We then binned the
residual in annuli of 0.5◦ and observed the behavior of the resid-
ual in the innermost ring as a function of Observation Block. For
most of the OBs the residual is consistent with a value slightly
less than 1× 10−8 ph cm−2s−1 but there is one OB, the OB 4100,
where the residual is in the opposite direction and slightly higher.
In any case the errors are very small compared to the statistical
errors in the flux even for Vela, the brightest point source in the
Catalog.
5.1.2. Systematic uncertainties on spectral index
In addition to the effect on the source flux the systematic uncer-
tainties on the IRFs affect also the source spectral index. There
are two relevant sources of systematic uncertainties: the shape of
Aeff(Eγ) and the EDP. The former is shown in Fig.1 of Chen et al.
(2013) and is obtained by simulation. Estimating the systematic
errors from the simulation alone is unreliable, while in Cattaneo
et al. (2018) the unreliability of the experimental estimation by
the calibration under beam is discussed. An alternative approach
is generating Monte Carlo spectra with a given shape of Aeff(Eγ)
and index equal to -2.10, and fit the spectra with another shape.
The most conservative choice is to use the Aeff(Eγ) from Chen
et al. (2013) and fit assuming a flat Aeff(Eγ) and vice versa; that
is much larger than any possible error and we can estimate to
cover a variation of the index of no less than ±2σAeffα . Out of 100
Monte Carlo experiments, the average index from the fit is -2.01
in the first case and -2.25 in the second. Therefore the systematic
error can be estimated as σAeffα = 0.24/4 = 0.06.
The latter systematic uncertainty from EDP can be estimated
analogously generating Monte Carlo spectra with EDP and fit-
ting the index without and vice versa. That is a very conserva-
tive estimation because the calibration under beam Cattaneo et
al. (2018) provides a measure of the EDP consistent with expec-
tations and therefore any possible systematic error can be only a
fraction of the EDP itself. Following the previous approach the
systematic error due to EDP can be estimated as σEDPα = 0.07.
Finally, the Monte Carlo spectra can be generated with Aeff(Eγ)
and EDP and fitted without either and vice versa. The overall
systematic errors is σα = 0.10 consistent with the quadratic sum
of the separate contributions.
5.2. Limitations on extended source analysis
There are some limitations in the analysis of extended regions
that reduce the number of extended sources of the 2AGL Cata-
log: (i) only a 2D Gaussian model is used as spatially extended
sources model: this is not true for all extended shapes; (ii) due to
limitations of the analysis tools, the analysis is performed with
only a unique sky map integrated in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV
energy range: this strongly limits the identification of extended
sources where the emission peaks at higher energies; (iii) only
the Power Law spectral model with a fixed spectral index α = 2.1
is used.
5.3. Limitations of the variability index
The variability index VI is described in Sect. 4.8. The main lim-
itation of this index is in the reduced number of temporal bins
for each light curve, with a number of upper limits that is not
negligible in many cases (even if the procedure handles this).
The last limitation is that the variability index is not provided
for light curves with less than 12 temporal bins. For these rea-
sons, this index is not included in the identification criteria of
counterparts.
5.4. Analysis flags
Some peculiar conditions that require caution in order to assess
the confidence of a source are described in Table 2.
Flag=1 indicates when, keeping the spectral index of the
Power Law free, the value moves close to the boundaries of the
search space of the spectral parameters. In this case a Power Law
with fixed α = 2.1 is assumed. This happens during the step 2
of the refined analysis (Sect. 4.6). Only 4 sources have this flag.
Flags from 2 to 4 indicate that there are 2, 3 or 4 upper limits
over 4 energy bins (100-300, 300-1000, 1000-3000, 3000-10000
MeV). Upper limits are usually in the highest energy bands. 61
sources have flag=2, 51 sources have flag=3 and only 5 sources
have flag=4.
Flag=5 indicates that AGILE Science Tools are not able to
optimise the position and spectral shape parameters of the source
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Table 2: Definitions of the analysis flags
Flag Description
1 α fixed to 2.1
2 2 upper limits over 4 in the energy bands 100–300, 300–1000, 1000–3000, 3000–10000 MeV
3 3 upper limits over 4 in the energy bands 100–300, 300–1000, 1000–3000, 3000–10000 MeV
4 4 upper limits over 4 in the energy bands 100–300, 300–1000, 1000–3000, 3000–10000 MeV
5 Optimisation of position and spectral shape in two different steps
at the same time during the step 2 of the refined analysis. 33
sources have this flag.
6. Second AGILE-GRID γ-ray Sources List
The Second AGILE Catalog of γ-ray sources (2AGL) includes
175 high-confidence sources detected using the AGILE-GRID
data during the ‘pointing mode’ period, with the methods and
criteria described in Sect. 4. An interactive web page of the
2AGL Catalog and its FITS file version are publicly available
at SSDC5.
In this section we present a description of the 2AGL Cata-
log, the criteria used for association and identification of sources
with known counterparts, the content of the main tables, and a
comparison with previous AGILE Catalogs. Sect. 7 reports notes
on individual 2AGL sources, where also details used for associ-
ations and identifications are described.
6.1. Catalog description
The validated sources in the Catalog are listed in Table 10, in-
cluding both confirmed and possible associations, and plotted in
Fig. 7 in Galactic sky coordinates. Table 4 reports the description
of the columns of Table 10.
The source designation is 2AGL JHHMM+DDMM[c/e]
where the 2 indicates that this is the second AGILE-GRID Cata-
log, AGL represents the AGILE-GRID. The name of the sources
potentially confused with the Galactic diffuse emission or with
a large uncertainty on its location is appended with c, and cau-
tion should be used in interpreting these sources; an appended e
indicates sources associated with a spatially extended emission.
It is important to note that each source is observed for a dif-
ferent number of days much smaller than 2.3 years of the ‘point-
ing mode’. The column ‘Exp’ of Table 10 reports a rough esti-
mate of days of observations, obtained dividing exposure by a
mean Aeff = 300 cm2 and 86400 seconds. Association and iden-
tification of 2AGL sources are described in Sect. 6.2.
Figure 8 reports some distributions of 2AGL source pa-
rameters (spectral indexes, fluxes, 95% elliptical confidence
regions parameters distributions, and distances from known
counterparts). AGNs and pulsars are the most important classes
of the 2AGL Catalog. The median value of the spectral index
for AGN classes is α = 2.10 ± 0.30, and for pulsar class is
α = 1.98 ± 0.30; the two distributions are compatible. The
distributions of distances of 2AGL from 3FGL counterparts
for the two different classes are shown in the bottom figures
together with fits to the Rayleigh function. This fit assumes
implicitly that the errors on the source positions are constant.
In reality we expect that the position error on each source
depends on the statistical and systematic errors of AGILE-GRID
5 https://www.ssdc.asi.it/agile2agl
and FERMI-LAT, which vary from source to source, and
therefore that a single Rayleigh function is not fully adequate.
Nevertheless the values of χ2/nd f close to one demonstrate
that, under the simplified assumption of constant errors, the two
distributions are consistent.
6.2. Source association and identification
In the 2AGL Catalog we define three different classes of identi-
fied, associated and unidentified sources. Table 5 reports a sum-
mary of the 2AGL classes. Designations shown in capital letters
are firm identifications; lower case letters indicate associations.
Fig. 9 reports a full sky map showing sources labelled by source
class. A blow-up of the inner Galactic region is reported in the
bottom of Fig. 9.
Associations are defined using a spatial cross-correlations
procedure based on spatial coincidence of the 95% confidence
region with various updated public catalogs of specific mission
or of specific source classes known to be potential γ-ray emit-
ters. The list of catalogs used for association is reported in Table
6. Two sources are considered associated if there is a partial or
total overlapping between the 95% elliptical confidence regions,
taking into account the statistical error plus a systematic error of
0.1◦ (Chen et al. 2013).
We have used different criteria to establish a firm identifica-
tion of a 2AGL source with a known counterpart.
AGN of the blazar type dominate the extragalactic γ-ray sky
and are known to be highly variable in γ-rays, not always show-
ing simultaneous correlated variability at other wavelengths. So
positional consistency plus γ-ray variability were used for the
identification of 2AGL sources with AGN counterparts. Identi-
fication with AGNs is established if at least one flaring episode
with a significance > 4σ and with a peak flux at least 3 times the
average flux is found on a 4-days time scale in the 100 MeV – 10
GeV energy range, or at OB level (the full list of OBs is reported
in Table 1). ToO observations on the source could strongly in-
fluence the average flux; in that cases, only detections with a sig-
nificance > 4σ are considered. The light curves are determined
with the flux and position parameters allowed to vary, with the
position of the 2AGL source used as the starting position. Sec-
tion 7.1 reports a discussion about the association or identifica-
tion of some AGNs.
We introduce the special subclass of ‘AGILE-only’ sources,
i.e. unidentified source that are only present in this γ-ray Catalog
but not positionally consistent with sources in 1FGL, 2FGL or
3FGL Catalogs: details are reported in Sect. 7.2.
The ‘γ-ray unidentified’ sources are a subclass of sources
detected in γ-ray by the AGILE-GRID and the Fermi-LAT but
that are unidentified in other wavelengths: details are reported in
Sect. 7.3.
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Table 3: List of extended sources analysed for 2AGL Catalog.
Region Name le be r1 r2 Region Name le be r1 r2
Boomerang 106.57 2.91 1.00 2.00 HESS J1834-087 23.24 -0.33 0.09 0.18
CTA1 119.60 10.40 0.30 0.60 HESS J1837-069 (PWN) 25.18 -0.12 0.12 0.33
CTB37A 348.38 0.10 0.07 0.14 HESS J1841-055 (PWN) 25.87 -0.36 0.40 0.62
CTB37B 348.63 0.38 0.06 0.12 HESS J1843-033 29.03 0.36 1.00 2.00
CenA Lobes 309.17 18.98 1.25 2.50 HESS J1848-018 31.00 -0.17 0.32 0.64
Cygnus Cocoon 80.95 1.80 1.80 3.00 HESS J1857+026 36.00 -0.07 0.20 0.40
Cygnus Loop 73.98 -8.56 3.00 10.00 HESS J1858+020 35.57 -0.59 0.08 0.16
G106.3+2.7 106.34 2.71 0.27 0.52 HESS J1912+101 44.39 -0.08 0.27 0.52
G327.1-1.1 327.15 -1.08 0.03 0.06 IC 443 189.07 2.92 0.16 0.27
Galactic Center Ridge 359.94 -0.05 2.00 4.00 IGR J18490-0000 32.63 0.52 1.00 2.00
Geminga 195.33 3.77 1.30 2.60 Kookaburra-Pulsar 313.55 0.26 0.06 0.11
HB 21 88.75 4.67 0.59 1.19 Kookaburra-Rabbit 313.24 0.14 0.08 0.16
HESS J1018-589B 284.11 -1.90 0.15 0.30 LMC 279.55 -31.75 0.14 1.87
HESS J1026-582 284.79 -0.53 0.14 0.28 MGRO J1908+06 40.28 -0.69 0.44 0.88
HESS J1303-631 (PWN) 304.21 -0.33 0.19 0.24 MGRO J2019+37 74.82 0.41 0.75 1.50
HESS J1356-645 309.81 -2.50 0.20 0.40 MGRO J2031+41 79.53 0.63 1.80 3.60
HESS J1427-608 314.40 -0.15 0.04 0.08 MSH 15-52 320.33 -1.19 0.11 0.25
HESS J1457-593 318.36 -0.44 0.31 0.62 Puppis A 260.32 -3.28 0.16 0.37
HESS J1458-608 317.74 -1.71 0.17 0.34 RCW 86 315.41 -2.31 0.41 0.82
HESS J1503-582 319.61 0.29 0.26 0.52 RX J1713.7-3946 347.34 -0.47 0.56 0.65
HESS J1507-622 317.94 -3.50 0.15 0.30 S 147 180.24 -1.50 0.75 1.50
HESS J1614-518 331.52 -0.58 0.23 0.42 SMC 302.14 -44.42 0.67 1.35
HESS J1616-508 (PWN) 332.39 -0.14 0.18 0.32 SN 1006-NE 327.84 14.56 0.12 0.24
HESS J1626-490 334.77 0.04 0.10 0.20 SN 1006-SW 327.86 15.34 0.13 0.26
HESS J1632-478 (PWN) 336.38 0.19 0.21 0.35 SNR G292.2-00.5 292.10 -0.49 0.10 0.20
HESS J1634-472 337.10 0.21 0.11 0.22 TeVJ2032+4130 80.24 1.17 0.16 0.32
HESS J1640-465 338.31 -0.03 0.01 0.04 Terzan 5 3.78 1.72 0.16 0.32
HESS J1702-420 344.30 -0.19 0.30 0.60 VELA Jr 266.28 -1.24 1.00 1.12
HESS J1708-410 345.68 -0.48 0.08 0.16 VELAPS 263.58 -2.84 0.10
HESS J1708-443 343.05 -2.38 0.29 0.60 VELAX 263.86 -3.09 0.48 0.91
HESS J1718-385 348.83 -0.49 0.15 0.30 VER J2019+368 75.04 0.28 0.34 0.68
HESS J1729-345 353.44 -0.13 0.12 0.24 VER J2019+407 78.33 2.49 0.23 0.46
HESS J1731-347 353.54 -0.68 0.27 0.34 W28-HESS J1800-240ABC 5.96 -0.39 0.32 0.64
HESS J1745-303 358.70 -0.65 0.21 0.42 W44 34.65 -0.39 0.15 0.30
HESS J1804-216 8.35 -0.01 0.27 0.35 W30 8.40 -0.03 0.27 0.37
HESS J1808-204 9.95 -0.25 0.14 0.28 W51C 49.12 -0.36 0.12 0.38
HESS J1809-193 11.18 -0.09 0.53 1.06 Westerlund 1 339.54 -0.36 1.10 2.20
HESS J1825-137 17.71 -0.70 0.13 0.16 Westerlund 2 284.21 -0.41 0.18 0.36
HESS J1813-178 12.81 -0.03 0.04 0.08 gammaCygni 78.33 2.49 0.23 0.63
HESS J1831-098 21.85 -0.11 0.15 0.30
The first column reports the region name, the second and third columns reports the Galactic coordinates of the center of the region,
the fourth and the fifth columns reports the two radii r1 and r2 used for analysis indicating the dispersion for 2D Gaussian sources.
Regarding candidate AGN sources, ‘AGILE-only’ sources,
and ‘γ-ray unidentified’ sources, are also identified with the
VOU-BLAZAR tool (hereafter VOUblaz) specifically designed
to identify blazar sources based on a multi-frequency study in
large error regions, and through time resolved spectral energy
distribution (SED) creation and analysis. This tool is developed
within the Italian Space Agency (ASI) web portal for the "Open
Universe" initiative6 (Giommi et al. 2018; Padovani et al. 2018),
an initiative under the auspices of the United Nations Committee
On the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS). The multi-
wavelength information used by the VOUblaz tool, both in the
phase of the identification of blazar candidates and for the con-
struction of the SED of a given candidate, is generally non si-
multaneous as it is obtained through VO queries to a large num-
6 http://www.openuniverse.asi.it/
ber (> 50) of catalogs and archival spectral data. A blazar found
within the error region is considered as a viable counterpart of an
AGILE source when the ratio between the low and high-energy
humps (Compton dominance) is well within the range observed
in previous gamma-ray catalogs. Details of the analysis with this
tool is reported in the discussion of each source.
Pulsars are firmly identified if pulsation is found in the
AGILE-GRID data: details are reported in Sect. 7.4.
As a general rule for all classes, for “firmly identified" coun-
terparts we have included γ-ray sources for which there are
peer reviewed publications demonstrating high-confidence asso-
ciations with refined analysis methods. In the SNR class we
have IC 443, W28, W44 and Gamma Cygni (Sect. 7.8 for more
details), Crab Nebula as PWN (Sect. 7.7 for more details), and
Cygnus X-3 as an HMXB (Sect. 7.9 for more details). Also some
AGNs has been identified in this way.
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Fig. 7: Sky map of 4σ sensitivity in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy range in Galactic coordinates and Hammer-Aitoff projection,
with the hypothesis of a PL spectral model with α = 2.1, in ph cm−2s−1. The 95% elliptical confidence regions of the 2AGL sources
are superimposed in black.
6.3. Extended sources
We report in Table 7 some details for 2AGL sources also clas-
sified as extended γ-ray emission; they are marked with an ‘e’
appended to the 2AGL name. Note that there could be a differ-
ence in positioning of the same source if evaluated as extended
(as reported in Table 7) or point-like (as reported in Table 10).
6.4. Spectral models
Each source is analysed fitting the data with the four spectral
models described in Sect. 4.1.2. The final selection is based on
the TS curved criteria described in the same section. The 2AGL
sources with curved spectra are listed in Table 8.
Table 9 reports a description of the columns of Table 11, that
presents the fluxes in individual bands as defined in Sect. 4.6.
6.5. Comparison with the AGILE Astronomer’s Telegrams
The list of Astronomer’s Telegrams in ‘pointing mode’, obtained
during the γ-ray flare monitoring program (see Sect. 2.4) and
associated with 2AGL source are reported in Table 12.
6.6. Comparison with 1AGL and 1AGLR Catalogs
Three of the 47 1AGL Catalog sources are not present in the
2AGL Catalog: 1AGL J1222+2851, 1AGL J1238+0406 and
1AGL J1815-1732. We note that 1AGL J1222+2851 is associ-
ated with WComae (ON+231) (with an associated Astronomer’s
Telegram, see Table 12) but due to the longer integration time
of the 2AGL Catalog this source goes below the significance
threshold.
Four of the 54 1AGLR Catalog sources are not present in
the 2AGL Catalog: 1AGL J1238+0406, 1AGLR J1807-2103,
1AGLR J2016+3644, and 1AGLR J2030-0617.
These differences are mainly due to a different integration
time or to splitting a 1AGL/1AGLR sources in different 2AGL
sources.
6.7. Comparison with AGILE TeVCat
Thirteen of the 52 sources of the AGILE TeVCat Rappoldi
et al. (2016) are not present in the 2AGL catalog. These sources
are not confirmed due to a different analysis procedure, dif-
ferent Science Tools, different background cuts (albrad = 85,
f ovradmax = 60) and improved IRFs, or to splitting the source
in different 2AGL sources. The AGILE TeVCat sources not
present in the 2AGL Catalog are: (1) TeVJ0232+202, asso-
ciated with 1ES 0229+200, below the 2AGL Catalog thresh-
old, (2) TeVJ0521+211 (VER J0521+211), (3) TeVJ0835-455
(Vela X), (4) TeVJ0852-463 (RX J0852.0-4622), (5) TeVJ1729-
345 (HESS J1729-345), (6) TeVJ1732-347 (HESS J1731-
347), (7) TeVJ1745-303 (HESS J1745-303), (8) TeVJ1813-
178 (HESS J1813-178), (9) TeVJ1825-137 (HESS J1825-137),
(10) TeVJ1841-055 (HESS J1841-055), (11) TeVJ1912+101
(HESS J1912+101), (12) TeVJ2323+588 (Cassiopeia A), (13)
TeVJ2359-306 (HESS J2359-306).
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Fig. 8: Some distributions of 2AGL source parameters. Top left figure shows the spectral index distributions for sources with
Power Law spectral model, all sources (blue) and only for sources with high latitude (|b| > 10) (red). Top right figure shows the
95% confidence region error radius (blue), the semi-major axes of 95% elliptical confidence region (red) and the semi-minor axes
(green). Middle left figure shows the integral flux in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy range, for sources with Power Law spectral
model. Middle right figure shows the eccentricity of the 95% elliptical confidence region for all sources (blue), and for high latitude
sources (|b| > 10) (red). Bottom left figure shows the distance between the 2AGL sources classified as pulsars and their 3FGL
counterparts for sources with
√
TS ≥ 5. Bottom right figure shows the distance between 2AGL sources classified as AGN and their
3FGL counterparts, for sources with
√
TS ≥ 5. In the latter two figures the data are fit with a Rayleigh function.
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Table 4: AGILE-GRID Second Catalog columns description of Table 10, Table 13 and Table 14
Column Units Description
Name 2AGL JHHMM+DDMM[c/e] constructed according to IAU Specifications for Nomencla-
ture; in the name, R.A. and Decl. are truncated at 0.1′ and 1′, respectively; ‘c’ indicates
that based on the region of the sky the source is potentially confused with Galactic diffuse
emission; ‘e’ indicates a source modelled as spatially extended
R.A. deg Right Ascension, J2000
Dec. deg Declination, J2000
l deg Galactic Longitude
b deg Galactic Latitude
θa deg Semi-major axis of 95% c.l. elliptical confidence region, deg. Statistical error only
θb deg Semi-minor axis of 95% c.l. elliptical confidence region, deg. Statistical error only
φ deg Position angle of 95% confidence region, clockwise
SM Spectral model. PL indicates power-law fit to the energy spectrum; PC indicates power-law
with exponential cut-off fit to the energy spectrum; PS indicates power-law with super expo-
nential cut-off fit to the energy spectrum; LP indicates log-parabola fit to the energy spectrum√
TS Significance derived from likelihood Test Statistic in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy range
α Spectral index for PL, PC and PS spectral models, first index for LP spectral model, in the
100 MeV – 10 GeV energy range, see Sect. 4.1.2 for the definition of α
∆α Statistical 1σ uncertainty of α, in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy range
Fγ 10−8 ph cm−2s−1 Photon flux in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy range, summed over 4 bands
δFγ 10−8 ph cm−2s−1 Statistical 1σ uncertainty of F
Fe 10−9 erg cm−2s−1 Integrated energy flux in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy range
δFe 10−9 erg cm−2s−1 Statistical 1σ uncertainty of S
VI Variability index equal to 1 indicates < 1% chance of being a steady source. No value
indicates that there are not enough 4-days time periods to calculate the index. See Sect. 4.8
for more details.
Exp cm2Ms [days] Exposure in cm2Ms and days. Days are obtained dividing exposure by the mean Aeff = 300
cm2 and 86400 s
Flag Flag (see Table 2)
AGL assoc. Positional associations with sources from AGILE Catalogs listed in Table 6. For AGILE-
TeVCat we have added the AGL prefix to the Catalog name
γ-ray assoc. Positional associations with sources from not AGILE Catalogs listed in Table 6. For the
same source in the FGL Catalogs, only the 3FGL Catalog is kept
ID or assoc. Designator of identified or associated source
Class Class (see Table 5)
7. Notes on individual sources
In this section we comment on some specific 2AGL sources, di-
vided by classes or sky regions, including AGILE-GRID identi-
fications or associations for individual sources based on criteria
described in Section 6.2.
Sect. 7.1 reports a description of associated or identified
AGNs, Sect. 7.2 on AGILE-only sources, Sect. 7.3 on γ-ray only
sources, Sect. 7.4 on pulsars, Sect. 7.5 reports a discussion on
the Cygnus region, Sect. 7.6 on the Carina region, Sect. 7.7 on
PWNs, Sect. 7.8 on SNRs, Sect. 7.9 on binaries, and Sect. 7.10
on confused sources.
7.1. Notes on AGN sources
In the following we report identifications or associations for
AGNs. In particular, we report the flaring episodes detected
with our variability analysis used to establish an identification
between the 2AGL source and a known counterpart, and/or
the reference to MultiWavelength (MW) information obtained
by the use of the VOUblaz tool demonstrating high-confidence
identifications.
2AGL J0135+4754 Integrating in the time interval MJD
55037.5-55041.5, a MLE analysis yields a detection of 4.6σ and
a flux F = (55 ± 17) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1, establishing a firm iden-
tification of 2AGL J0135+4754 source with OC 457.
2AGL J0252+5038 Integrating in the time interval MJD
54813.5-54817.5 a MLE analysis yields a detection of 4.0σ and
a flux F = (70 ± 21) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1, positionally consis-
tent with the FSRQ NVSS J025357+510256, establishing a firm
identification with 2AGL J0252+5038.
2AGL J0221+4250 The 95% elliptical confidence region
contains two source: 3C 66A and PSR J0218+4232, but the vari-
ability analysis excludes the PSR. Integrating in the OB 5820
(MJD 54632.5-54647.5), a MLE analysis yields a detection of
4.3σ and a flux F = (32 ± 8) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1. The best de-
tection in the OB 5820 is in the time interval MJD 54641.5-
54645.5, with a detection of 4.0σ and a flux F(E > 100MeV ) =
(50 ± 15) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1, with a statistical 95% c.l. elliptical
confidence region that include only 3C 66A, establishing a firm
identification of 2AGL J0221+4250 source with this BLL.
2AGL J0429-3755. Integrating in the time interval MJD
54497.5-54501.5 MJD a MLE analysis yields a detection of 4.9σ
and a flux F = (50 ± 15) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1, positionally consis-
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Fig. 9: Positions, in Galactic coordinates, of the 2AGL sources labelled by different symbols according to their class for the full sky
(top) and a blow-up of the inner Galactic region (bottom). All AGN classes are plotted with the same symbol.
tent with the BLL PKS 0426-380, establishing a firm identifica-
tion with 2AGL J0429-3755 source.
2AGL J0531+1334. A low level significance 2AGL source
with a positional association with the FSRQ PKS 0528+134,
which could be promoted to firm identification by the use of the
VOUblaz tool thanks to MW information.
2AGL J0538-4401. Integrating in the OB 6210 (MJD
54749.5-54756.5), a MLE analysis yields a detection of 5.4σ
and a mean flux F = (35 ± 9) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1, positionally
consistent with PKS 0537-441, establishing a firm identification
of this AGN with 2AGL J0538-4401 source. The source PKS
0537-441 has an high average flux value in the 2AGL Catalog
because it has been mainly observed in a ToO pointing during a
flaring state.
2AGL J0723+7122. The 2AGL J0723+7122 source is
firmly identified with BLL S5 0716+714. The highest detec-
tion of 2AGL J0723+7122 with a time resolution of 4-days is
during the time interval MJD 54349.5-54353.5: an MLE anal-
ysis yields a detection of 6σ and a flux F(E > 100 MeV) =
(70 ± 17) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1. Additional observations are re-
ported in (Giommi et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2008; Vittorini at
al. 2009). In particular (Chen et al. 2008) reports a peak level
of F(E > 100 MeV) = (193 ± 42) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1 in MJD
54353.5-54354.5 (1-day timescale), and shows an increase in
flux by a factor of four in three days. An ATEL is reported for
this source (see Table 12) during the ‘pointing mode’.
2AGL J1052-6234. We detect a flare during the time interval
MJD 54649.5-54653.5: a MLE analysis yields a detection of 4σ
and a flux F = (40±12)×10−8ph cm−2s−1, identifying the PMN
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Table 5: 2AGL source classes.
Description Identified Associated
Designator Number Designator Number
Pulsars, identified by pulsations PSR 7 ... ...
Pulsars, no pulsations seen yet ... ... psr 33
Pulsars wind nebula PWN 1 pwn 1
Supernova remnants SNR 4 snr 4
Supernova remnants / Pulsars wind nebula ... ... spp 3
Globular clusters GLC 0 glc 1
High-mass X-ray binaries HMXB 1 hmxb 3
Binaries BIN 0 bin 1
BL Lac type of blazars BLL 6 bll 13
FSRQ type of blazars FSRQ 15 fsrq 18
Radio galaxies RDG 0 rdg 2
Blazars candidate of uncertain type BCU 2 bcu 6
Total ... 36 ... 85
Unidentified ... ... unid 31
Gamma Unidentified ... ... gunid 23
Total Sources ... ... ... 175
Total AGILE Only sources ... ... ... 29
Designations shown in capital letters are firm identifications; lower case letters indicate associations. The designation spp indicates
potential association with SNR or PWN.
J1047-6217 (that is inside the 95% c.l. elliptical confidence re-
gion) with the 2AGL J1052-6234 source.
2AGL J1228+4910. The 2AGL J1228+4910 is identified
with FSRQ TXS 1226+492 (also known as BZQ J1228+4858),
because it shows a γ-ray flare during the period 54461.5-
54465.5: an MLE analysis yields a detection of 4.0σ and a flux
F = (103 ± 37) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1. In addition, during the OB
6710 (MJD 54850.75-54890.5) an MLE analysis yields a detec-
tion of 4.6σ and a mean flux F = (89 ± 23) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1.
2AGL J1228+0154. The 2AGL J1228+0154 source is iden-
tified with FSRQ 3C 273. γ-ray activity is reported in (Pacciani
et al. 2009).
2AGL J1255-0543. The 2AGL J1255-0543 source is identi-
fied with FSRQ 3C 279 (Giuliani et al. 2009; Pittori et al. 2018).
In the automated analysis we detect 2AGL J1255-0543 during
the time interval OB 5010 (MJD 54450.5-54473.5): an MLE
analysis yields a detection of 4.9σ and a flux F = (26 ± 6) ×
10−8ph cm−2s−1. The γ-ray emission exhibited the largest am-
plitude variability on both long (months) and short (days) time
scales. The source 3C 279 has an high average flux value in
the 2AGL Catalog because it has been mainly observed in ToO
pointings during flaring states.
2AGL J1507+1019. This source is identified with PKS
1502+106. We detect 2AGL J1507+1019 during the OB 6800
(MJD 54890.5-54921.5): an MLE analysis yields a detection of
6.1σ and a flux F = (60 ± 12) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1.
2AGL J1513-0905. The 2AGL J1513-0905 is identified with
PKS 1510-089. This FSRQ shows a strong variability during the
AGILE pointing mode (Pucella at al. 2008; D’Ammando et al.
2009, 2011a,b). The 2AGL Catalog light curve is reported in
Fig. 11. Many ATELs are reported for this source (see Table 12).
2AGL J1626-2943. The 2AGL J1626-2943 source is identi-
fied with PKS 1622-29. We detect the 2AGL J1626-2943 during
the time interval MJD 54329.5-54333.5: an MLE analysis yields
a detection of 5σ and a flux F = (95 ± 26) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1.
Another detection of 3.8σ with a flux of F = (117 ± 35) ×
10−8ph cm−2s−1 is detected in MJD 54517.5-54521.5.
2AGL J1741+5126. The 95% c.l. elliptical confidence re-
gion is marginally compatible with FSRQ 4C +51.37. The asso-
ciation can be promoted to identification by the use of the VOU-
blaz tool thanks to MW information.
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Table 6: Association with γ-ray catalogs
Catalog name Source number Paper references
0FGL 205 Abdo et al. (2009b)
1AGL 47 Pittori et al. (2009)
1AGLR 54 Verrecchia et al. (2013)
1FGL 1450 Abdo et al. (2010b)
2FGL 1872 Nolan et al. (2012)
3EG 267 Hartman et al. (1999)
3FGL 3033 Acero et al. (2015)
3FHL 1556 Ajello et al. (2017)
AGILE-TEVCAT 52 Rappoldi et al. (2016)
TeGeV 168 Carosi et al. (2015)
Table 7: Extended sources
AGILE name
√
TS le be r Counterp.
2AGL J0617+2239e 9.7 189.07 2.92 0.27 IC 443
2AGL J1856+0119e 10.2 34.65 -0.39 0.30 W44
2AGL J1634-4734e 10.2 336.38 0.19 0.35 HESS J1632-478
2AGL J2044+5012e 4.5 88.75 4.67 0.59 HB 21
Extended sources modelled as 2D Gaussian in the 2AGL analysis. le and be are the centre of the extended region, in Galactic
coordinates, that could be slightly different from the point-like source position. The r column indicates the dispersion for Gaussian
sources. The
√
TS in the table is related to the result of the fitting with the extended shape with a Power Law spectral model with
α = 2.1. Fluxes and spectra are reported in Table 10 and Table 11.
2AGL J1803-3935. The 2AGL J1803-3935 source is iden-
tified with FSRQ PMN J1802-3940. We detect 2AGL J1803-
3935 during the time interval MJD 55077.5-55081.5; a MLE
analysis yields a detection of 4.5σ and a flux F = (46 ± 14) ×
10−8ph cm−2s−1.
2AGL J1833-2104. The 2AGL J1833-2104 source is identi-
fied with FSRQ PKS 1830-211 (Donnarumma et al. 2011). We
detect 2AGL J1833-2104 during many time intervals in the 4-
days timescale light curve. The two main flares are: (i) MJD
54529.5-54533.5, where a MLE analysis yields a detection of
4.0σ and a flux F = (48 ± 15)×10−8ph cm−2s−1; (ii) MJD
55113.5-55117.5, where a MLE analysis yields a detection of
5.5σ and a flux F = (50±12)×10−8ph cm−2s−1. An ATEL is re-
ported for this source (see Table 12) during the ‘pointing mode’.
2AGL J1849+6706. The 2AGL J1849+6706 source is iden-
tified with FSRQ S4 1849+67. We detect 2AGL J1849+6706
during many time intervals in the 4-days timescale light curve.
The two main flares are: (i) MJD 54637.5-54641.5, where a
MLE analysis yields a detection of 4.2σ and a flux F = (42 ±
14)×10−8ph cm−2s−1; (ii) MJD 54853.5-54857.5 , where a MLE
analysis yields a detection of 4.5σ and a flux F = (44 ± 14) ×
10−8ph cm−2s−1.
2AGL J1913-1928. We found two interesting sources within
the 2AGL J1913-1928 95% c.l. elliptical confidence region:
PMN J1911-1908 (an already known γ-ray emitter present in
the 3FGL Catalog - 3FGL J1911.4-1908) and PKS B1908-201
(3FGL J1911.2-2006). We detect 2AGL J1913-1928 during the
OB 4800 (MJD 54406.5-54435.5); a MLE analysis yields a de-
tection of 5.7σ and a flux F = (80 ± 16) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1,
but this detection still excludes the two sources. Another detec-
tion is reported during the time interval MJD 54725.5-54729.5;
a MLE analysis yields a detection of 4.0σ and a flux F =
(40±12)×10−8ph cm−2s−1 that is associable only with the PMN
J1911-1908. By the use of the VOUblaz tool, thanks to spectral
MW information, the most probable association would be with
the PKS B1908-201. In any case, due to the uncertainties this
source is classified as unidentified.
2AGL J2025+3352. The 2AGLJ2025+3352 source is iden-
tified with BCU B2 2023+33. We detect 2AGL J2025+3352
during the time interval MJD 54425.5-54429.5; a MLE anal-
ysis yields a detection of 5.6σ and a flux F = (109 ± 25) ×
10−8ph cm−2s−1.
2AGL J2027-0740. The 2AGL J2027-0740 source is iden-
tified with PKS 2023-07. We detect 2AGL J2027-0740 during
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(a) Vela pulsar (b) 2AGL J2021+4029 (Gamma Cygni and LAT PSR J2021+4026)
(c) 2AGL J1710-4429 (d) 2AGL J1836+5924 (PSR J1836+5925)
Fig. 10: Comparison between the 2AGL (black spectra, 30 MeV – 10 GeV) and 3FGL (red spectra, 100 MeV – 10 GeV) spectra for
some of the most highly exposed AGILE-GRID sources. Error bars are 1σ statistical error; upper limits are 2σ. Different values in
flux at the highest energy bands depend on the evaluation of the cut-off energies due to the statistics.
Fig. 11: Light curve of PKS 1510-089 in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV
energy range, with a 4-days resolution. The black downward ar-
rows represent 2σ upper limits. The blue, orange and red circles
refer to a
√
TS ≥ 3, ≥ 4 and ≥ 5 respectively. The green dashed
lines are the average flux plus/minus the error from Table 10.
many time intervals (see Fig. 12): (i) MJD 54389.5-54393.5 with
a detection of 6σ and a flux F = (60±13)×10−8ph cm−2s−1; (ii)
MJD 54417.5-54421.5 with a detection of 7.6σ and a flux F =
Fig. 12: Light curve of PKS 2023-07 in 100 MeV – 10 GeV
energy range, with a 4-days resolution. The black downward ar-
rows represent 2σ upper limits. The blue, orange and red circles
refer to a
√
TS ≥ 3, ≥ 4 and ≥ 5 respectively. The green dashed
lines are the average flux plus/minus the error from Table 10
(113± 21)× 10−8ph cm−2s−1; (iii) MJD 54425.5-54429.5 with a
detection of 5.4σ and a flux F = (80 ± 19) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1.
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Table 8: 2AGL sources with curved spectra.
2AGL Name Fγ ∆Fγ
√
TS SM α ∆α Ec ∆Ec β ∆β TS curved Counterpart
J0835-4514 969.5 13.8 168.9 PS 1.71 0.12 3913.1 533.6 1.35 0.3 127.8 PSR J0835-4510
J0634+1749 426.1 9.8 76.3 PC 1.71 0.09 1232.0 69.9 82.2 PSR J0633+1746
J1710-4429 154.0 8.4 43.5 PC 1.51 0.09 3025.2 957.4 16.0 PSR J1709-4429
J1836+5924 71.8 5.2 41.3 PC 1.21 0.16 1988.4 662.3 30.4 LAT PSR J1836+5925
J2021+4029 119.3 5.9 43.8 PC 1.76 0.10 3307.8 1335.6 16.0 LAT PSR J2021+4026
J2021+3654 70.9 7.9 21.3 PC 1.38 0.30 950.6 361.1 17.4 PSR J2021+3651
J0007+7308 41.6 4.2 26.2 PC 1.29 0.22 2003.1 1010.3 16.0 PSR J0007+7303
J1856+0119e 58.8 8.1 13.2 LP 2.54 0.30 1018.6 59.0 1.00 0.1 15.9 SNR W44
J1801-2334 35.8 10.2 7.5 LP 3.37 0.46 2935.1 543.3 0.68 0.2 21.6 SNR W28
2AGL sources with curved spectra. Fγ and ∆Fγ is the photon flux expressed in 10−8 ph cm−2s−1 and related statistical error in
the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy range, summed over 4 bands, and
√
TS is the significance derived from likelihood Test Statistic
in the same energy band. SM is the spectral model: PC indicates Power Law with exponential cut-off fit to the energy spectrum,
and PS indicates Power Law with super exponential cut-off fit to the energy spectrum. α, β and Ec are the indexes and the cut-off
energies expressed in MeV described in Sect. 4.1.2 with related 1σ errors. TS curved is used for selection of curved spectral shape
(see Sect. 4.1.2). Last column reports the association with known counterparts.
Table 9: Spectral information for the 2AGL Catalog columns description of Table 11 and Table 15.
Column Units Description
Name See Table 4 for a detailed description. The full list of 2AGL sources is reported in Table 10√
TS Significance derived from likelihood Test Statistic for in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy range
SM Spectral model. PL indicates power-law fit to the energy spectrum; PC indicates power-law with
exponential cutoff fit to the energy spectrum; PS indicates power-law with super exponential
cutoff fit to the energy spectrum; LP indicates log-parabola fit to the energy spectrum
α Spectral index for PL, PC and PS spectral models, first index for LP spectral model, in the 100
MeV – 10 GeV energy range, see Sect. 4.1.2 for the definition of α
∆α Statistical 1σ uncertainty of α, in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy range
Fa 10−8 ph cm−2s−1 Photon flux in the 30 MeV - 50 MeV energy band, with asymmetric errors
σa Significance derived from likelihood Test Statistic in the 30 MeV - 50 MeV energy band
Fb 10−8 ph cm−2s−1 Photon flux in the 50 MeV - 100 MeV energy band, with asymmetric errors
σb Significance derived from likelihood Test Statistic in the 50 MeV - 100 MeV energy band
F1 10−8 ph cm−2s−1 Photon flux in the 100 MeV - 300 MeV energy band, with asymmetric errors
σ1 Significance derived from likelihood Test Statistic in the 100 MeV - 300 MeV energy band
F2 10−8 ph cm−2s−1 Photon flux in the 300 MeV – 1000 MeV energy band, with asymmetric errors
σ2 Significance derived from likelihood Test Statistic in the 300 MeV – 1000 MeV energy band
F3 10−8 ph cm−2s−1 Photon flux in the 1000 MeV – 3000 MeV energy band, with asymmetric errors
σ3 Significance derived from likelihood Test Statistic in the 1000 MeV – 3000 MeV energy band
F4 10−8 ph cm−2s−1 Photon flux in the 3000 MeV – 10000 MeV energy band, with asymmetric errors
σ4 Significance derived from likelihood Test Statistic in the 3000 MeV – 10000 MeV energy band
ID or ass. Designator of identified or associated source
Class Class (see Table 5)
2AGL J2202+4214. This source is firmly identified with BL
Lacertae. Firm identification of this source has been established
by the use of the VOUblaz tool thanks to MW information.
2AGL J2254+1609. This source is firmly identified with
3C454.3. Fig. 13 reports the light curve in ‘pointing period’.
Firm identification of this source has been established thanks
to different MW campaigns (Vercellone et al. 2008a; Vercellone
at al. 2008b; Donnarumma et al. 2009; Vercellone at al. 2010;
Pacciani et al. 2010; Striani et al. 2010; Vercellone at al. 2011).
Many ATELs are reported for this source (see Table 12).
7.2. AGILE-only sources
In Table 13 we report the full list of AGILE-only sources, i.e.
2AGL sources that do not have any counterpart on 1FGL, 2FGL
or 3FGL catalogs. For AGILE-only sources, the light curves over
1-, 4- and 7-day time-scales have been calculated, in addition
to the light curves estimated over OB timescales. All the γ-ray
fluxes reported below for each source are estimated through the
AGILE-GRID MLE analysis in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy
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Fig. 13: Light curve of 3C454.3 in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy
range, with a 4-days resolution. The black downward arrows rep-
resent 2σ upper limits. The blue, orange and red circles refer to
a
√
TS value ≥ 3, ≥ 4 and ≥ 5 respectively. The green dashed
lines are the average flux plus/minus the error from Table 10
range. Some detections with a significance of less than 4σ are
also reported for a possible identification.
2AGL J0714+3318. This source is already part of 1AGL
and 1AGLR catalogs (based on single OB data analysis); we
have a detection in the OB 4200 (MJD 54377.5-54385.5), as
in 1AGLR: a MLE analysis over this period yields a detection
of 4.0σ and a flux F = (30 ± 9) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1. Just out-
side the 95% c.l. elliptical confidence region we note the 5BZQ
J0719+3307/B2 0716+33 classified as a FSRQ and associated
to the Fermi-LAT source 3FGL J0719.3+3307. Using the VOU-
blaz tool, we investigated some candidate associations in other
wavelengths: just outside the 95% error ellipse, there is the 3HSP
J071223.5+331333, with a SED compatible with the AGILE-
GRID sensitivity.
2AGL J1120-6222. The 2AGL J1120-6222 shows a high
confidence detection over the period MJD 55055.5-55062.5 (7
days); a MLE analysis yields a detection of 4.6σ and a flux
F = (67 ± 18) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1. Interestingly, we note that
just inside the 95% c.l. elliptical confidence region it is located
the HMXB 1A 1118-615 (WRAY 15-793), a Be X-ray Binary
system included in the INTEGRAL General Reference Catalog
(INTREFCAT, version 41 of the 22 June 2018; (Ebisawa et al.
2003)).
2AGL J1138-1724. The 2AGL J1138-1724 source is iden-
tified with the BL Lac 5BZB J1137-1710, associated also with
2FHL J1137.9-1710. We detect a γ-ray flare during the time in-
terval MJD 54968.5-54969.5 (1-day timescale): an MLE anal-
ysis yields a detection of 4σ and a flux F = (130 ± 50) ×
10−8ph cm−2s−1.
2AGL J1203-2701c. This source is marked with ‘c’ because
the position could be influenced by another γ-ray excess just
outside the 95% c.l. elliptical confidence region. No candidate
source within the ellipse is present from flat spectrum radio
source of other catalogs of interest. The VOUblaz tool allows
to find some candidate sources to be associated to this 2AGL,
of which 5BZQ J1205-2634, an LBL just outside the 95% error
ellipse, is the most probable counterpart.
2AGL J1312-3403. We note that outside the AGILE 95%
error ellipse of this AGILE-only source, at about 0.46◦, there is
the 3FGL J1311.8-3430, which is a LAT PSR J1311-3430 (asso-
ciated to the 0FGL J1311.9-3419 and to the 3EG J1314-3431).
In MJD 54699.5-54701.5 time interval (2-days timescale) we
detect a spatially coincident event at 4.0σ with a flux of F =
(97 ± 38) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1. The VOUblaz tool shows also an
IBL candidate just outside the 95% error ellipse, with a single
radio point in the SED, weak XMM X-ray data, and no γ-rays ;
extrapolation from X-ray to γ-ray in the AGILE-GRID range is
difficult.
2AGL J1402-8142. This source has no known candidate
counterparts within the 95% elliptical confidence region, either
radio or from specific source classes. In MJD 54751.5-54753.5
time interval (2-days timescale) we detect an event at 3.9σwith a
flux of F = (56±20)×10−8ph cm−2s−1. Just outside the ellipse at
∼ 1◦, there is the 4U 1450-80 X-ray source of the INTREFCAT.
2AGL J1628-4448. Low latitude source without any known
γ-ray source within its elliptical confidence region. A detection
appears in the OB 6200 (MJD 54719.5-54749.5) at 3.6σ and a
flux F = (121 ± 35) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1. Fermi-LAT (which was
running during the OB 6200) did not report the detection of the
source because it was just for a 14% of the time below 50◦ off-
axis; more details in Appendix A.
2AGL J1631-2039. This is an high latitude source whose
elongated ellipse does not include any known γ-ray source.
We detect this source as active over the OB 6800 period
(MJD 54890.5-54921.5), at 3.6σ and a flux F = (16 ± 5) ×
10−8ph cm−2s−1. Using the VOUblaz tool an interesting 408
mJy (1.4 GHz) NVSS radio source, PMN J1629-2039, is found
at 13′ (R.A.,Dec.: 247.26267,-20.44881), but the possible ex-
trapolated γ-ray emission into the AGILE-GRID range for a pos-
sible LBL (Padovani and Giommi 1995) blazar is too weak for
the AGILE-GRID sensitivity.
2AGL J1636-4610 Low latitude source with a detection at
4.1σ and a flux F = (16 ± 4) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1 appears over the
OB 6800 period (MJD 54890.5-54921.5).
2AGL J1640-5050c. Low latitude source showing a very
soft spectral index of 2.84±0.17. Two detections appear from the
OB time-scale light curve: one at 3.9σ and a flux F = (19.2 ±
5.2) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1 on MJD 54647.5-54672.75 (OB 5900);
the other one at 3.4σ and a flux F = (12.4±3.8)×10−8ph cm−2s−1
on MJD 55055.5-55074.5 (OB 7800). Its large elliptical confi-
dence location region partially overlaps with the unassociated
3FGL J1643.6-5002 error ellipse. Another Fermi-LAT unassoci-
ated source, 3FGL J1639.4-5146, appears at around 1◦ from the
source centroid. This source is marked with ‘c’ due to the large
source confidence location region.
2AGL J1731-0527. High latitude source without any known
γ-ray source within its elliptical confidence region. It shows a de-
tection at 3.7σ and flux F = (27.6 ± 8.7) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1 over
the OB period MJD 55104.5-55119.5 (OB 8300), plus other de-
tections over 2-, 4- and 7-day time-scales. Within the confidence
location region, at 15′ from the source centroid, lays the flat-
spectrum radio source CRATES J173032-051505.
2AGL J1736-7819. Low latitude source with no known γ-
ray source within its elliptical confidence region. Partially over-
lapping with the 95% confidence contour of the EGRET source
3EG J1720-7820. The source is also detected on a 4-day in-
tegration starting at MJD=54653.5 at 3.1σ, with a flux F =
(21 ± 8) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1. At 19′ from the 2AGL J1736-7819
centroid lays the radio source PKS 1723-78.
2AGL J1740-3013. This is a Galactic Centre region source,
positionally consistent with TeVJ1741-302 (HESS J1741-302).
Despite several attempts to constrain its nature, no plausible
counterpart has been found (Abdalla et al. 2018). We note an
increasing flux from this source during the 7-days time inter-
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val MJD 54740.5-54747.5; a MLE analysis yields a detection of
4.3σ and a flux F = (86 ± 23) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1.
2AGL J1743-2613c. The 2AGL J1743-2613c is an uniden-
tified source of the Galactic Centre region. Within 0.8◦ we found
3FGL J1740.5-2642, and 3FGL J1741.9-2539 associable with
the BCU NVSS J174154-253743. This source is marked with
‘c’ due to the complexity of the region.
2AGL J1746-2921. The 2AGL J1746-2921 is a flaring
source of the Galactic Centre. The source had shown a increasing
γ-ray emission in the OB 6200 (MJD 54719.5-54749.5). More
refined light curves of 1-, 4- and 7- days time scale showed
flaring activities in these periods: 54719.5-54726.5 (7-days),
54730.5-54731.5 (1-day), 54737.5-54741.5 (4-days).
2AGL J1754-2626. The 2AGL J1754-2626 is an unidenti-
fied source near the Galactic Centre. At about 11′ appears the
high-mass X-ray binary IGR J17544-2619 (Liu et al. 2006), seen
by INTEGRAL (Ebisawa et al. 2003) and also by Swift-BAT
(Oh et al. 2018). The source shows two flaring episodes on the
OB 5600 (MJD 54566.5/54586.5) and OB 6200 (MJD 54719.5-
54749.5), both with a significance above 5σ and a flux F =
(58± 12)× 10−8ph cm−2s−1 and F = (23± 5)× 10−8ph cm−2s−1,
respectively.
2AGL J1820-1150c. Low latitude source with no known
γ-ray source within its elliptical confidence region. It shows
a strong flaring episode at 6.1σ and a flux F = (85 ±
16) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1 over the OB 4800 period (MJD 54406.5-
54435.5). No clear possible association has been identified. This
source is marked with ‘c’ due to the large uncertainty on its lo-
cation.
2AGL J1823-1504. The 2AGL J1823-1504 is an unidenti-
fied source of the Galactic plane. The 3EG J1824-1514 was par-
tially inside the 95% elliptical confidence region. We detect a γ-
ray flare from 2AGL J1823-1504 region in the time interval MJD
54552.5-54553.5; a MLE analysis yields a detection of 4.1σ and
a flux F = (281 ± 86) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1.
2AGL J1857+0015. Low latitude source without any known
γ-ray source within its elliptical confidence region, close to
the W44 region. It shows only a detection at 3.4σ and a flux
F = (105±39)×10−8ph cm−2s−1 over the 4-day time-scale MJD
54773.5-54777.5. At 46′ from the source centroid lays the pulsar
PSR B1853+00.
2AGL J1910-0637. This source is just outside the Galactic
plane and we have two detection on week time scale, the most
significant at 3.6σ in MJD 54572.5-54579.5 time interval. No γ-
ray source neither flat spectrum radio source are within the 95%
elliptical confidence region.
2AGL J1913+0050. This AGILE-GRID-only source ap-
pears just below the Galactic plane. It shows two detections
over OB 6400 (MJD 54770.5-54800.5): one at 3.5σ and flux
F = (8.0 ± 2.5) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1, and the other one at 3.2σ
and flux F = (14.0 ± 4.6) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1 on OB 6500 (MJD
54800.5-54820.5). Interestingly, within the 95% elliptical confi-
dence location region, at 27′ from the source centroid, appears
the low-mass X-ray binary Aql X-1 (also known 4U 1908+005),
seen also by SWIFT-BAT (SWIFT J1911.2+0036 (Oh et al.
2018)).
2AGL J1927-4318. High latitude source without any known
γ-ray source within its elliptical confidence region. It shows a de-
tection at 3.3σ and a flux F = (17.2±6.0)×10−8ph cm−2s−1 over
the OB 6200 period (MJD 54719.5-54749.5) plus a detection at
3.1σ over a short time-scale of 4-days on MJD 54533.5-54537.5.
Within the AGILE-GRID elliptical source contour, there is the
radio source PKS B1922-430 (at 25′ from the source centroid).
2AGL J2029+4403. Low latitude source in the complex
Cygnus region without any known γ-ray source within its ellip-
tical confidence location region. We note that at about 28′ there
is the LAT pulsar 3FGL J2030.8+4416.
2AGL J2055+2521. The PSR 3FGL J2055.8+2539 is at 22′
from the source centroid, just outside the 95% elliptical confi-
dence region. It shows a detections in MJD 54426.5-54427.5 (1-
day timescale) at 4.1σ and flux F = (191±71)×10−8ph cm−2s−1.
2AGL J2206-1044. We have a γ-ray detection on OB 8300
(MJD 55104.5-55111.5) at 4.7σ and a flux F = (63 ± 16) ×
10−8ph cm−2s−1. A 390 mJy NVSS (1.4GHz) radio source is just
outside the 95% c.l. elliptical confidence region. The source has
a VI = 1 at 4 days timescale.
2AGL J2227+6418. We detect a γ-ray flare from 2AGL
J2227+6418 region over the time interval MJD 54425.5-54429.5
(4-days). An MLE analysis yields a detection of 4.9σ and a flux
F = (32 ± 8) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1.
2AGL J2228-0818. The 2AGL J2228-0818 source is an high
latitude AGILE-only source with a variable behaviour. We de-
tect 2AGL J2228-0818 during the time interval MJD 54425.5-
54429.5 (4-days); a MLE analysis yields a detection of 4.2σ
and a flux F = (61 ± 18) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1. Another inter-
esting episode is in the time interval MJD 54573.5-54577.5:
a MLE analysis yields a detection of 4.1σ and a flux F =
(80 ± 22) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1. The source has a VI = 1 at 4 days
timescale.
2AGL J2303+2120. This high latitude weak source, with a
large error ellipse, has been detected in a single 2-days integra-
tion on MJD 54571.5-54573.5 time interval at 3.7σ and a flux
F = (150 ± 50) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1 and at 3σ on a single 1 week
exposure.
2AGL J2332+8215c. We find a marginal overlap of 2AGL
J2332+8215c 95% c.l. elliptical confidence region with FSRQ
S5 2353+81. We detect a γ-ray flare from 2AGL J2332+8215c
region on the time interval MJD 54425.5-54429.5 (4-days): an
MLE analysis yields a detection of 5σ and a flux F = (37 ± 8) ×
10−8ph cm−2s−1. No firm association can be established and the
source is marked as ‘c’ since the region appears noisy.
7.3. γ-ray only sources
In this section we report notes for some γ-ray only sources. Table
14 reports the full list.
2AGL 0032+0512c. This source is marginally spatially co-
incident with 3FGL J0030.4+0451, associated with the PSR
J0030+0451. This source is marked with ‘c’ because the eval-
uation of its position is strongly influenced by the spectral index
α. For this reason we keep this source as γ-ray only without as-
sociation with the PSR. The VOUblaz tool allows to find some
possible blazar candidates among which: (i) 5BZQ J0029+0554
(CRATES J002945+055443), a possible LBL. The SED created
with the tool shows a hint of synchrotron bump but the extrap-
olated γ-ray emission is too weak for the AGILE-GRID sensi-
tivity; (ii) a candidate NVSS radio source (J003047+044038).
Again considering the source SED the possible synchrotron peak
is too low for the extrapolated γ-ray emission in the AGILE-
GRID band.
2AGL J0221+6208c. The region of 2AGL J0221+6208c
includes 3FGL J0217.3+6209 (TXS 0213+619), 3FGL
J0220.1+6202c, 3FGL J0223.6+6204 (unass.) and, partially,
3FGL J0224.0+6235. Integrating in the time interval MJD
54641.5-54645.5 (4-days timescale), a MLE analysis yields a
detection of 4.1σ and a flux F = (45 ± 13) × 10−8ph cm−2s−1 in
the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy range, but the 95% confidence
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region already includes the mentioned 3FGL sources. For
this reason we classify this source as γ-ray only but without
association with a specific 3FGL source.
2AGL J1103-7747. This source is spatially associated to the
unclassified γ-ray source 3FGL J1104.3-7736c. Using the VOU-
blaz tool at least three candidate radio source are found, among
which CRATES J105731-772424 at 4.9′ from the Fermi-LAT
source: the SED seems compatible with a weak γ-ray emission
in the AGILE-GRID range.
2AGL J1718-0432. The 2AGL J1718-0432 source is spa-
tially associated to the unclassified γ-ray source 3FGL J1720.3-
0428, and shows a detection at 4.0σ and a flux F = (35 ± 10) ×
10−8ph cm−2s−1 in MJD 54897.5-54899.5. The VOUblaz tool
shows a known blazar with no radio/X-ray could be associated,
5BZQ J1716-0452, at a distance of 27.316 ′, a probable FSRQ;
the SED shows a clear synchrotron bump, but without X-ray or
γ-ray counterparts.
2AGL J1737-3206. The 2AGL J1737-3206 shows a full
overlapping with 3FGL J1737.3-3214c.
2AGL J1847-0157 The 2AGL J1847-0157 shows a full
overlapping with 3FGL J1848.4-0141. We note the source TeV
J1848-017 (HESS J1848-018) inside the 95% c.l. elliptical con-
fidence region, already present in the AGILE TeVCat (Rappoldi
et al. 2016).
7.4. Pulsars
Forty pulsars are associated with 2AGL sources. Thirteen pul-
sars have been identified with pulsed timing analysis on AGILE
data, but only seven of them are included in the 2AGL Catalog
because for these we also obtained spatial identification using
the MLE analysis.
PSR J2021+3651 (2AGL J2021+3654) has been the first
pulsar identified by pulsation in the AGILE-GRID γ-ray data
(Halpern et al. 2008). In (Pellizzoni et al. 2009) the pulsa-
tion of Vela (2AGL J0835-4514), Geminga (2AGL J0634+1749,
Fig. 10 shows the spectra), Crab (2AGL J0534+2205) and PSR
B1706-44 (2AGL J1710-4429) has been reported.
In (Pellizzoni et al. 2009b) the detection of pulsation for
7 additional pulsar has been reported; of them, (i) four pul-
sars are identified only by pulsation because no spatial identi-
fication using the MLE analysis is possible: PSR J1357-6429,
PSR J1524-5625, PSR J1824-2452, and PSR J2043+2740; (ii)
PSR J1016-5857 (2AGL J1015-5852), PSR J1513-5908 (2AGL
J1517-5909), and PSR J2229+6114 (2AGL J2230+6113) have
been identified with both pulsed emission and MLE analysis.
An additional comment about PSR J1824-2452 is necessary, be-
cause (Pellizzoni et al. 2009b) reports also an MLE identifica-
tion of this source: PSR J1824-2452, inside the globular cluster
M28, was observed by the AGILE-GRID with good significance
(> 4σ) but only within a time interval of 5-days during a targeted
pointing (for details see (Pellizzoni et al. 2009b)). No increase
in significance of the detection was obtained with the addition
of more data. The source was also detected in the imaging data
relative to the same time interval. The apparent single burst of
emission observed by the AGILE-GRID might be related to the
fact that this millisecond pulsar is known to experience variabil-
ity episodes (Cognard & Backer 2004).
The pulsation of PSR J2021+4026, that is part of the ex-
tended source pulsar + nebula 2AGL J2021+4029, has been
identified.
To summarise, the seven pulsars with identified pulsed
emission that are firmly identified as 2AGL sources are: PSR
J2021+3651, Vela, Geminga, PSR B1706-44, PSR J1016-5857,
PSR J1513-5908, and PSR J2229+6114. The PSR J2021+4026
is classified as SNR and Crab region is classified as PWN (see
Sect. 7.7) because the analysis considers the integrated flux of
the regions.
In the following we report additional notes.
2AGL J1029-5834. The source is associated with PSR
J1028-5819 but there is only a partial overlap of the 95% el-
liptical confidence region.
2AGL J1458-6055. The 95% elliptical confidence region of
2AGL J1458-6055 source partially overlaps the 95% elliptical
confidence region of LAT PSR J1459-6053 and 3FGL J1456.7-
6046. It is not possible to establish a direct association with the
pulsar.
2AGL J1517-5909. PSR J1513-5908 (Pellizzoni et al.
2009b; Pilia et al. 2010(@) is included in the 2AGL J1517-5909
95% elliptical confidence region. In the same region the associ-
ated extended source PWN MSH 15-12 is not detected by the
AGILE-GRID.
2AGL J1710-4429. PSR J1709-4429 (PSR B1706-44) (Pel-
lizzoni et al. 2009) is firmly identified with 2AGL J1710-4429.
Fig. 10 reports the spectra of this 2AGL source.
2AGL J1836+5924. The 2AGL J1836+5924 (Bulgarelli et
al. 2008a) is associated with LAT PSR J1836+5925 and shows
an exponential cut-off Power Law spectral shape.
7.5. The Cygnus region
The Cygnus region (Fig. 14) is a site of bright diffuse emis-
sion, transient and persistent point-like and extended sources in
γ-ray . The most prominent persistent γ-ray point-like sources
are the three pulsars: PSR J2021+3651 (2AGL J2021+3654, see
Sect. 7.4), PSR J2021+4026 (2AGL J2021+4029, see Sect. 7.8),
PSR J2032+4127 (2AGL J2032+4135). Furthermore, three mi-
croquasars were detected in this region with variable γ-ray emis-
sion: Cygnus X-1 (Sabatini et al. 2010, 2013), Cygnus X-3
(2AGL J2033+4060, Tavani et al. 2009b; Abdo et al. 2009c; Bul-
garelli et al. 2012b; Piano et al. 2012), V404 Cygni (Piano et al.
2017). Cygnus X-1 and V404 Cygni are not part of this Cata-
log. Many Astronomer’s Telegrams are associated with sources
of the Cygnus region, in particular with PSR J2021+4026 and
Cygnus X-3 (see Table 12).
Two main extended γ-ray sources are present in this region
but not present in the 2AGL Catalog because not detected with
extended model: the Cygnus cocoon (Ackermann et al. 2011)
and the SNR Gamma Cygni (G78.2+2.1, Fraija & Araya 2016).
7.6. Carina region
The Carina region is shown in Fig. 15. We have detected
some remarkable sources. We detect η-Carinae (2AGL J1045-
5954) binary system, the HMXB 1FLG J1018.6-5856 (Ack-
ermann et al. 2012) (2AGL J1020-5906), 8 pulsars, i.e. PSR
J1016-5857 (2AGL J1015-5852, see Sect. 7.4), PSR J1019-
5749 (2AGL J1020-5752), PSR J1028-5819 (2AGL J1029-
5834), LAT PSR J1044-5737 (2AGL J1045-5735), PSR J1048-
5832 (2AGL J1048-5836), PSR J1112-6103 (2AGL J1111-
6060), LAT PSR J1135-6055 (2AGL J1136-6045), PSR J1203-
63 (2AGL J1204-6247), a marginal association with the PSR
J1028-5819 (2AGL J1029-5834, see Sect. 7.4), and two AGNs
ATG20G J112319-641735 (associate with 2AGL J1119-6443)
and PMN J1047-6217 (identified with 2AGL J1052-6234, see
Sect. 7.1).
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Fig. 14: The count map of the Cygnus region in Galactic coordinates with superimposed the 2AGL Catalog 95% c.l. elliptical
confidence regions. We report also some associations and 3FGL Catalog 95% c.l. elliptical confidence regions inside the 2AGL
regions.
η-Carinae (2AGL J1045-5954) is a colliding wind binary in
the same Galactic region of the Carina Nebula. The system was
observed from radio to X-ray and, in 2009, the AGILE-GRID
detected for the first time γ-ray emission correspondent to η-
Carinae (Tavani et al. 2009c; Sabatini et al. 2011). The source
was then detected also by Fermi-LAT (Abdo et al. 2009b, 2010a)
with a flux consistent with the AGILE-GRID estimation. The
absence of γ-ray emission variation correlated with the X-ray
variability cannot provide an unambiguous identification of the
detected source with η-Carinae. However, the AGILE-GRID re-
vealed a flare activity that could be associated with particle ac-
celeration and, in the last months, a Nustar observation has de-
tected non-thermal variable X-ray emission with the same spec-
tral index 1.65 as in the γ-ray band (Hamaguchi et al. 2018).
This could be the first evidence that η-Carinae is emitting high
energies photons (in both hard X-ray and γ-ray bands) likely due
to particle acceleration.
7.7. Pulsar wind nebulae (PWN)
2AGL J0534+2205. The Crab pulsar has been identified by pul-
sation in (Pellizzoni et al. 2009). Crab is the most prominent
PWN of the 2AGL Catalog. The Anti-Centre region (including
Crab and Geminga) was observed for ∼ 45 days, mostly in 2007
September and in 2008 April (during AO1) with the addition
of other sparse short Crab pointings for SuperAGILE calibra-
tion purpose during the SVP. Fig. 16 shows the light curve with
1-day resolution, where the first recorded γ-ray flare from the
Crab nebula is evident (Tavani et al. 2011; Vittorini at al. 2011;
Striani et al. 2011, 2013). The flux reported in the 2AGL Catalog
includes the contribution from both pulsar and nebula, excluding
the first γ-ray flare from Crab nebula, and no separate analysis
is made for this Catalog because we rely on the already cited
papers.
2AGL J0835-4514. In the 2AGL Catalog the Vela region is
reported as pulsar (see Sect. 7.4). The detection of the Vela Pul-
sar Wind Nebula with the AGILE-GRID is reported in (Pelliz-
zoni et al. 2010).
2AGL J1634-4734e HESS J1632-478 (Balbo et al. 2010),
associated with 2AGL J1634-4734e, is an energetic pulsar wind
nebula with an age of the order of 104 years in the Norma region.
The nebula has a size of 1 pc and is modelled as an extended
source in the 2AGL Catalog.
7.8. SuperNova Remnants
The AGILE-GRID has detected many confirmed γ-ray SNRs, all
middle-aged and very bright in the radio band.
2AGL J0617+2239e. This source is associated with the
SNR IC 443. In angular size, it is the largest SNR detected in the
Galaxy in the radio band. Its radio morphology is composed of
two interacting synchrotron emitting shells. The AGILE-GRID
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Fig. 15: The count map of the Carina region in Galactic coordinates with superimposed the 2AGL Catalog 95% c.l. elliptical
confidence regions. We report also some associations and 3FGL Catalog 95% c.l. elliptical confidence regions inside the 2AGL
regions. On top and left there is a zoom of the region around (l, b) = (285◦, 0◦).
Fig. 16: Light curve of the Crab pulsar+nebula in the 100 MeV –
10 GeV energy range, with a 1-day resolution. The black down-
ward arrows represent 2σ upper limits. The blue, orange and red
circles refer to a
√
TS ≥ 3, ≥ 4 and ≥ 5 respectively. The green
dashed lines are the average flux plus/minus the error from Ta-
ble 10
detects γ-ray emission from IC 443 in correspondence of the
more external radio shell (Tavani et al. 2010a). In 2013, Fermi-
LAT published a γ-ray spectrum down to energies below 200
MeV, confirming the presence of high energy CR at the SNR
shock (Ackermann et al. 2013). TeV γ-ray emission was detected
at the centre of the radio shell, in correspondence of a likely as-
sociated Molecular Cloud (MC) (Acciari et al. 2009). The spec-
tral index of the remnant is steeper than 2.0 and the cut-off is at
energies below 100 TeV.
2AGL J1715-3815. This extended source is associated with
the TeV emitting SNR CTB 37A (Aharonian et al. 2008b, HESS
J1714-385,) located at a distance of ∼ 13 kpc. The TeV emis-
sion is correlated with detected MCs (Maxted et al. 2013) and
could be associated with the non-thermal X-ray source CXOU
J171419.8-383023. The detection of this SNR with Fermi-LAT
in 2013 (Brandt et al. 2013) in the GeV band is correlated with
TeV and X-ray emissions, supporting the likely hypothesis of the
presence of energised particles in the SNR shock with surround-
ing MCs.
2AGL J1801-2334. This source is associated with the SNR
W28, another mixed morphology SNR with a shell radio struc-
ture described by a set of large, coherent arcs running along the
edge of the remnant. The AGILE-GRID detected γ-ray emission
from two different regions of this remnant, correlated with two
MCs at different distances and with an anti-correlation in bright-
ness with the TeV emission (Giulani et al. 2010; Aharonian et al.
2008a). In 2014, Fermi-LAT confirmed the AGILE-GRID detec-
tion (Hanabata et al. 2014). The γ-ray emission is interpreted as
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accelerated CR interacting with two distant MCs. The param-
eters in this Catalog are found assuming a log-parabola shape
for the spectrum (see Table 8), with a very steep spectral index.
We are unable to detect W28 with an extended model, only the
point-like model provides a detection.
2AGL J1856+0119e. This source is associated with the very
radio-bright middle-aged SNR W44. The AGILE-GRID detects
a γ-ray spectrum down to energies below 200 MeV, confirm-
ing for the first time the presence of energised CRs in corre-
spondence of a SNR/MC interaction shock (Giuliani et al. 2011;
Cardillo et al. 2014). This spectrum was confirmed by Fermi-
LAT in 2013 (Ackermann et al. 2013). No TeV emission has
been detected from this source. The parameters in this Catalog
are found assuming a log-parabola shape for the spectrum with
a steep spectral index (see Sect. 8).
2AGL J1911+0907. This source is in correspondence of
the TeV J1911+0905/ SNR W49B. The VHE γ-ray emission is
found to be point-like, as well as in the AGILE-GRID data. The
SNR originated from a core-collapse supernova that occurred be-
tween one and four thousand years ago, and has evolved into a
mixed morphology remnant that is interacting with MCs (Ab-
dalla et al. 2018).
2AGL J1924+1416. This source is associated with the SNR
W51c, a component of the MC complex W51, together with the
two star forming regions W51A and W51B. W51C shows a thick
incomplete shell-like structure in the radio band, explained by
electron synchrotron emission. Fermi-LAT detected γ-ray emis-
sion from this remnant, for the first time, in 2009 (Abdo et al.
2009a) and then, thanks to the improvement of the analysis soft-
ware, the satellite data were re-analysed showing a spectrum
down to energies below 200 MeV also for this source (Jogler
et al. 2016). The MAGIC telescope detected also TeV emission
from W51c (Aleksic et al. 2012) but, as like as in all the other
γ-ray detected SNRs, the spectrum has a spectral index steeper
than the theoretical value of 2, with a cut-off energy below 100
TeV.
2AGL J2021+4029. The radio source G78.2+2.1 (Gamma
Cygni) is a typical shell-type SNR located within the extended
emission of the Cygnus X region and it has the pulsar PSR
J2021+4026 at its centre. The 2AGL J2021+4029 includes both
the SNR Gamma Cygni and the PSR J2021+4026. Fig. 10 re-
ports the spectra in the 100 MeV – 10 GeV energy range. PSR
J2021+4026 is found to be variable in γ-ray (Chen et al. 2011;
Allafort et al. 2013); many ATELs are associated with this source
(see Table 12). Work is ongoing on the analysis of non-pulsed γ-
ray emission, in order to separate the pulsar contribution from
that due to the SNR (Piano et al. in prep).
2AGL J2044+5012e. This source is associated with the
mixed morphology SNR HB21, located in a dense environment
with a radio shape suggesting interaction with a MC. Its γ-ray
emission was detected by Fermi-LAT in 2013 (Pivato et al. 2013)
but there are no other detection in the γ-ray band. However, the
behavior of the remnant seems to be the same of all the other
middle-aged SNRs detected at high energies. We detect HB21
as an extended source (see Table 7).
7.9. Binaries
The 2AGL Catalog contains the detection of four High Mass
X-ray Binaries (HMXB): LSI +61 303 (2AGL J0239+6120,
that show variability), Cygnus X-3 (2AGL J2033+4060, see
Sect. 7.5), LS 5039 (2AGL J1826-1438), and 1FGL J1018.6-
5856 (2AGL J1020-5906, see Sect. 7.6). Two other TeV emit-
ters, HESS J0632+057 and PSR B1259-63, do not have persis-
tent counterparts in 2AGL Catalog. Cygnus X-1, that has shown
a flaring activity during the ‘pointing mode’ (see Sect. 7.5), have
no 2AGL counterpart.
Eta Carinae, identified as a binary system, is included as 2AGL
J1045-5954 (see Sect. 7.6).
7.10. Confused sources
In this section we comment on some confused sources (see
Sect. 6.1). The 2AGL J1203-2701c, 2AGL J1640-5050c, 2AGL
J1743-2613c, 2AGL J1820-1150c, and 2AGL J2332+8215c are
discussed in Sect. 7.2. The 2AGL 0032+0512c and 2AGL
J0221+6208c are discussed in Sect. 7.3.
2AGL J1407-6136c. The 95% elliptical confidence region
of this 2AGL source partially overlaps the 95% elliptical con-
fidence region of 3FGL J1405.4-6119 and 3FGL J1409.7-6132
(PSR J1410-6132). In the 1AGL Catalog a source was centred
at a distance of 1.21◦ from the current position of this 2AGL
source. An ATEL is reported for this source (see Table 12) dur-
ing the ‘pointing mode’.
2AGL J1838-0623c. This is a Galactic plane source with a
large 95% c.l. elliptical confidence region, which leads to multi-
ple spatial coincidences. A refined analysis is not able to reduce
the c.l. confidence region.
8. 2AGL γ-ray Sources List detected below 100 MeV
Table 15 reports an extension of the 2AGL Catalog that lists the
sources detected also in the 50 – 100 MeV energy range. The
spectral model is the same as in the 2AGL Catalog and the flux
is calculated fixing all the spectral model parameters. Galactic
and diffuse emission model parameters are determined indepen-
dently for each energy band. In addition, the low confidence ex-
tension in the 30 – 50 MeV energy range is also reported in the
same table with the same assumptions.
9. Conclusions
This paper presents an exhaustive report of the results obtained
by the AGILE-GRID during the ‘pointing mode’ period of op-
erations starting in mid-2007 and ending in October 2009 (2.3
years). The AGILE-GRID turns out to be very effective in study-
ing γ-ray sources above 100 MeV. The AGILE mission has been
the first one to operate in 2007 after the end of operations in
1996 of the EGRET γ-ray instrument on board of the Compton
Gamma-Ray Observatory. The AGILE-GRID was the first γ-ray
detector capable of obtaining an unprecedentedly large FoV of
2.5 sr with much improved angular resolution compared with the
previous generation of instruments. The pointing capability and
observation strategy during the pointing phase of operations pro-
vided an excellent exposure of γ-ray sources for each individual
pointing period.
The detector optimisation in the 100 MeV – a few hun-
dreds of MeV energy range (with significant capability in the
50-100 MeV energy range) is among the most relevant assets of
the AGILE-GRID. Despite its relatively small size, the AGILE-
GRID turns out to be quite effective in detecting both short-lived
and persistent γ-ray sources. This paper presents the 2AGL Cat-
alog of persistent γ-ray sources detected by the AGILE-GRID
during the pointing phase which includes 175 high-confidence
sources, both of Galactic and extragalactic origin. Many source
classes are represented: pulsars, PWNe, SNRs, compact objects,
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and blazars. In addition to confirming previously known rela-
tively strong γ-ray sources, the 2AGL Catalog includes a sub-
stantial number of new sources compared to EGRET, as well as
29 sources that are detected only by the AGILE-GRID.
A comparison with the Fermi-LAT instrument (operating
since 2008 and overlapping in time during the second half of
the pointing period considered here) has been performed. Differ-
ent observing strategy, effective area, sky region exposures and
viewing angle during gamma-ray transient episodes may account
for different results (see Appendix A for a direct comparison be-
tween the AGILE-GRID and Fermi-LAT visibility of some of
the 2AGL sources detected only by AGILE-GRID).
Starting in 2010, AGILE have continued operations in or-
bit in "spinning mode" therefore changing several important de-
tails concerning the exposure of γ-ray observations. An account
of the γ-ray sources detected by the AGILE-GRID in spinning
mode will be presented elsewhere.
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Table 11: Spectral information of 2AGL Catalog sources. See Table 9 for a description of the columns.
0.1 – 0.3 GeV 0.3 – 1 GeV 1 – 3 GeV 3 – 10 GeV
Name 2AGL
√
TS SM α ∆α F1
√
TS 1 F2
√
TS 2 F3
√
TS 3 F4
√
TS 4 ID or ass. Flag Class.
J0007+7308 26.2 PC 1.29 0.22 16.0+2.2−2.2 8.3 15.5
+1.0
−1.0 22.0 6.4
+1.0
−0.9 11.1 2.4
+1.0
−0.8 4.1 LAT PSR J0007+7303 psr
J0032+0512c 4.0 PL 2.18 0.27 < 8.1 1.7 1.7+0.6−0.5 3.6 < 0.9 1.3 < 0.8 0.0 3,5 gunid
J0135+4754 10.7 PL 1.98 0.11 6.1+1.6−1.5 4.3 3.4
+0.5
−0.5 9.0 0.7
+0.3
−0.3 3.2 < 2.0 2.2 OC 457 FSRQ
J0217+0127 4.7 PL 1.85 0.20 < 17.2 1.6 < 8.9 2.8 2.5+1.3−1.0 3.2 < 3.1 1.5 PKS 0215+015 3 fsrq
J0221+4250 9.8 PL 2.20 0.13 7.6+1.5−1.4 5.8 2.0
+0.4
−0.4 6.8 0.7
+0.2
−0.2 4.6 < 0.3 0.0 3C 66A BLL
J0221+6208c 7.6 PL 2.30 0.14 6.7+1.5−1.5 4.8 1.6
+0.4
−0.4 5.1 0.5
+0.2
−0.2 3.8 < 0.2 0.0 gunid
J0237+1653 6.9 PL 2.26 0.16 10.7+2.4−2.3 5.1 2.0
+0.6
−0.6 3.8 < 0.7 0.2 < 1.2 1.0 AO 0235+164 2 bll
J0239+6120 22.9 PL 2.02 0.05 24.4+2.4−2.3 11.8 9.9
+0.8
−0.8 16.8 3.6
+0.5
−0.5 10.5 < 2.4 1.2 LS I +61 303 hmxb
J0247+6033 5.0 PL 1.65 0.25 < 10.8 2.2 < 3.0 2.2 1.5+0.6−0.5 4.0 < 5.9 1.1 PSR J0248+6021 3 psr
J0252+5038 6.1 PL 2.45 0.19 4.6+1.2−1.1 4.3 0.9
+0.2
−0.2 3.9 < 0.4 2.0 < 0.3 0.7 NVSS J025357+510256 2 FSRQ
J0305+7452 4.0 PL 1.60 0.19 < 4.4 0.6 1.2+0.5−0.4 3.0 < 1.2 1.8 < 4.2 1.6 PSR J0307+7443 3 psr
J0320+4124 6.3 PL 1.77 0.18 < 8.7 2.2 2.5+0.7−0.6 4.5 1.1
+0.5
−0.4 3.2 < 3.9 1.7 NGC 1275 2 rdg
J0328-1645 4.0 PL 1.79 0.36 < 22.5 2.1 < 7.7 2.7 < 4.7 1.6 < 7.4 0.0 RBS 0421 4 bll
J0429-3755 4.7 PL 1.92 0.28 12.7+5.1−4.6 3.1 < 6.3 2.6 < 4.6 2.7 < 9.0 0.0 PKS 0426-380 3 BLL
J0442+0046 4.2 PL 2.35 0.21 6.9+2.3−2.2 3.3 1.3
+0.5
−0.5 3.2 < 0.5 0.0 < 0.5 0.0 PKS 0440-00 2 fsrq
J0458-2323 6.3 PL 1.95 0.21 < 20.2 2.4 5.4+1.6−1.4 5.0 1.8
+1.1
−0.9 3.1 < 3.6 0.0 PKS 0454-234 2 fsrq
J0531+1334 4.1 PL 1.84 0.18 11.3+4.2−4.0 3.0 < 5.1 1.5 < 2.2 1.9 < 1.5 0.3 PKS 0528+134 3 FSRQ
J0534+2205 56.9 PL 2.32 0.03 140.0+4.7−4.7 42.1 43.13
+1.9
−1.9 36.8 3.0
+0.4
−0.4 12.0 0.4
+0.2
−0.1 4.1 Crab PWN
J0538-4401 9.5 PL 2.23 0.14 14.2+2.8−2.7 6.1 4.2
+0.8
−0.8 7.1 < 1.0 1.5 < 1.5 1.1 PKS 0537-441 2 BLL
J0604-4005 4.4 PL 1.14 0.55 < 16.4 2.8 1.4+0.7−0.6 3.1 < 1.8 0.8 < 16.6 2.8 SUMSS J060251-401845 3 bcu
J0617+2239e 14.8 PL 1.74 0.10 22.3+4.8−4.6 5.4 15.6
+1.9
−1.8 12.8 6.2
+1.7
−1.5 6.3 < 10.7 0.9 IC 443 SNR
J0634+1749 76.4 PS 1.71 0.09 197.9+7.8−7.7 38.2 138.9
4.1
−4.1 67.4 39.1
+3.0
−2.9 28.8 12.9
+3.3
−2.9 8.4 Geminga PSR
J0634+0633 5.4 PL 1.98 0.27 < 17.8 2.5 4.8+1.3−1.2 5.0 < 2.3 1.2 < 6.8 0.3 LAT PSR J0633+0632 3 psr
J0654+4514 6.2 PL 2.39 0.19 6.3+1.7−1.6 4.1 1.4
+0.4
−0.4 4.5 < 0.4 1.1 < 0.5 0.1 B3 0650+453 2 fsrq
J0714+3318 7.3 PL 2.16 0.18 11.6+2.4−2.3 5.7 1.7
+0.6
−0.6 3.6 0.8
+0.4
−0.3 3.5 < 1.6 0.1 unid
J0723+7122 14.0 PL 1.92 0.09 12.4+2.1−2.1 6.8 5.4
+0.7
−0.7 10.4 1.8
+0.5
−0.4 5.8 2.0
+1.3
−0.9 3.1 S5 0716+714 BLL
J0730-1130 5.2 PL 1.76 0.25 < 13.1 1.3 4.8+1.3−1.2 5.0 < 2.4 1.1 < 6.6 1.3 PKS 0727-11 3,5 fsrq
J0733-7655 4.3 PL 2.10 0.19 < 5.8 2.4 1.0+0.4−0.3 3.2 < 0.7 1.4 < 1.5 1.1 PKS 0736-770 3 bcu
J0819+4237 4.3 PL 1.34 0.20 < 4.8 0.0 < 2.4 1.2 1.6+0.9−0.7 3.3 6.5
+5.4
−3.6 3.3 S4 0814+42 2,5 bll
J0835-4514 168.9 PS 1.71 0.04 502.2+8.9−8.8 89.6 312.4
+4.8
−4.8 128.8 109.8
+4.0
−3.9 61.0 21.9
+2.9
−2.7 17.0 Vela PSR PSR
J1015-5852 7.7 PL 2.04 0.13 11.3+2.9−2.9 4.1 4.1
+0.9
−0.9 4.9 1.6
+0.6
−0.6 3.3 < 5.1 1.3 PSR J1016-5857 PSR
J1020-5906 5.3 PL 1.78 0.22 < 14.7 2.4 3.3+1.1−1.0 3.5 2.0
+0.9
−0.8 3.0 < 12.1 2.0 1FGL J1018.6-5856 2,5 hmxb
J1020-5752 10.9 PL 2.13 0.09 15.9+2.8−2.8 5.7 7.5
+1.0
−0.9 9.2 < 1.9 2.0 < 3.3 0.4 PSR J1019-5749 2 psr
J1029-5834 9.1 PL 1.91 0.11 < 14.7 2.7 9.2+1.2−1.2 9.2 < 3.4 2.9 < 8.2 1.8 PSR J1028-5819 3 psr
J1045-5954 7.8 PL 2.04 0.13 8.7+2.7−2.6 3.4 4.9
+0.9
−0.9 6.4 1.6
+0.6
−0.5 3.5 < 2.6 0.0 Eta Carinae bin
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Table 11: Spectral information of 2AGL Catalog sources. See Table 9 for a description of the columns.
0.1 – 0.3 GeV 0.3 – 1 GeV 1 – 3 GeV 3 – 10 GeV
Name 2AGL
√
TS SM α ∆α F1
√
TS 1 F2
√
TS 2 F3
√
TS 3 F4
√
TS 4 ID or ass. Flag Class.
J1045-5735 9.0 PL 2.26 0.13 12.4+2.1−2.1 6.3 2.8
+0.6
−0.6 5.5 1.1
+0.4
−0.3 4.1 < 1.8 1.5 LAT PSR J1044-5737 5 psr
J1048-5836 6.8 PL 2.00 0.10 < 9.3 1.5 4.7+0.9−0.9 6.1 2.1
+0.7
−0.6 4.7 < 3.1 0.1 PSR J1048-5832 2,5 psr
J1049-8010 5.5 PL 2.15 0.21 4.0+1.2−1.2 3.6 0.9
+0.3
−0.3 3.5 < 0.8 2.4 < 0.6 0.0 PKS 1057-79 2 bll
J1052-6234 6.3 PL 2.40 0.18 5.7+1.7−1.6 3.6 1.4
+0.4
−0.4 3.8 < 0.7 2.2 < 0.8 1.2 PMN J1047-6217 2 BCU
J1059-5233 17.0 PL 1.78 0.08 10.4+2.5−2.4 4.8 11.0
+1.0
−1.0 15.6 2.7
+0.8
−0.7 5.5 < 8.5 2.5 PSR J1057-5226 psr
J1103-7747 4.4 PL 2.01 0.24 < 5.5 2.0 1.2+0.4−0.4 3.4 < 1.1 2.3 < 0.9 0.0 3FGL J1104.3-7736c 3 gunid
J1105+3813 6.1 PL 1.57 0.27 < 11.5 0.8 4.0+1.4−1.3 4.2 4.1
+1.3
−1.0 4.8 < 5.0 0.0 Mkn 421 2 bll
J1111-6060 8.9 PL 1.99 0.12 8.1+2.7−2.6 3.2 6.0
+0.9
−0.9 7.7 1.6
+0.6
−0.5 3.6 < 2.0 0.0 PSR J1112-6103 psr
J1119-6443 5.0 PL 2.11 0.21 < 8.5 2.1 2.2+0.6−0.6 4.0 < 1.5 2.7 < 0.8 0.0 AT20G J112319-641735 3 bcu
J1120-6222 4.9 PL 1.85 0.25 7.9+2.9−2.8 2.9 < 3.8 2.6 1.5
+0.7
−0.6 3.2 < 4.0 0.6 2 unid
J1136-6045 4.8 PL 1.58 0.30 < 10.7 1.8 2.2+0.8−0.8 3.0 1.5
+0.7
−0.6 2.9 < 8.8 1.4 LAT PSR J1135-6055 2,5 psr
J1138-1724 5.7 PL 2.05 0.22 8.3+2.5−2.4 3.7 1.9
+0.7
−0.6 3.7 < 1.5 2.4 < 1.6 0.0
2FHL J1137.9-1710
5BZB J1137-1710 2 BLL
J1158+6009 4.0 PL 2.36 0.21 5.0+1.9−1.8 2.9 < 1.8 2.3 < 0.8 2.3 < 0.8 0.9 RX J1154.0+6022 3,5 fsrq
J1203-2701c 4.6 PL 2.36 0.26 4.2+1.4−1.4 3.2 0.9
+0.3
−0.3 3.3 < 0.4 0.2 < 0.5 1.1 2,5 unid
J1204-6247 5.3 PL 1.38 0.28 < 10.4 1.5 < 3.5 2.5 2.9+0.9−0.8 4.7 < 8.9 0.8 PSR J1203-63 3 psr
J1228+4910 4.0 PL 1.30 0.60 < 18.0 2.0 < 2.9 1.8 2.1+1.3−1.0 3.3 < 9.1 0.0 TXS 1226+492 3,5 FSRQ
J1228+0154 5.0 PL 2.32 0.24 9.6+3.0−2.8 3.8 2.1
+0.8
−0.7 3.5 < 0.6 0.0 < 2.2 0.0 3C 273 2 FSRQ
J1255-0543 7.5 PL 2.18 0.16 12.4+3.2−3.0 4.6 4.0
+1.0
−0.9 5.6 < 2.0 2.1 < 2.1 0.0 3C 279 2 FSRQ
J1312-3403 6.6 PL 2.24 0.17 5.8+1.5−1.5 4.2 1.4
+0.4
−0.4 4.5 < 0.8 2.8 < 0.3 0.0 2 unid
J1324-4348 5.4 PL 2.69 0.25 3.8+0.9−0.8 4.7 0.5
+0.1
−0.1 3.8 < 0.2 1.7 < 0.1 0.7 Cen A 2 rdg
J1330-5606 4.4 PL 2.40 0.18 4.5+1.4−1.3 3.4 < 1.3 2.6 < 0.3 0.8 < 0.8 1.9 PMN J1329-5608 3,5 bcu
J1350+3037 4.0 PL 2.07 0.31 < 14.7 2.8 < 3.2 2.2 < 1.8 2.0 < 1.9 0.0 B2 1348+30B 4 fsrq
J1402-8142 4.4 PL 2.20 0.26 < 5.1 2.8 < 1.2 2.8 < 0.7 2.4 < 0.4 0.0 4 unid
J1407-6136c 4.8 PL 1.72 0.18 < 10.8 0.9 5.3+1.3−1.3 4.5 2.7
+1.0
−0.9 3.6 < 2.3 0.0
3FGL J1405.4-6119
PSR J1410-6132
LAT PSR J1413-6205
2 gunid
J1418-6106 14.7 PL 1.83 0.07 20.1+3.7−3.6 5.8 13.8
+1.4
−1.4 11.9 4.5
+1.0
−0.9 6.2 < 8.2 2.5 LAT PSR J1418-6058 psr
J1458-6055 7.5 PL 2.31 0.18 9.2+1.9−1.9 5.1 1.9
+0.4
−0.4 4.8 < 0.8 2.9 < 0.7 0.6
LAT PSR J1459-6053
3FGL J1456.7-6046 2 unid
J1459-3542 5.6 PL 2.09 0.18 < 6.1 1.9 1.9+0.4−0.4 5.5 < 0.5 0.6 < 1.6 0.9 PKS 1454-354 3 fsrq
J1507+1019 5.4 PL 2.15 0.20 13.1+4.5−4.2 3.5 3.5
+1.4
−1.2 3.3 < 2.7 2.5 < 4.1 0.9 PKS 1502+106 2 FSRQ
J1509-5854 6.5 PL 2.21 0.18 8.2+2.3−2.2 3.8 2.8
+0.6
−0.6 4.8 < 1.1 2.0 < 1.6 1.7 PSR J1509-5850 2 psr
J1513-0905 25.0 PL 2.19 0.05 39.2+3.2−3.2 15.3 12.5
+1.0
−1.0 18.4 2.0
+0.5
−0.4 7.0 < 1.9 2.0 PKS 1510-089 FSRQ
J1517-5909 5.4 PL 2.39 0.22 5.8+1.7−1.7 3.5 1.5
+0.4
−0.4 4.0 < 0.5 1.6 < 0.3 0.0 PSR J1513-5908 2,5 PSR
J1602-4859 5.2 PL 2.93 0.30 4.1+0.9−0.8 5.0 < 0.5 1.6 < 0.1 0.8 < 0.1 0.0 PMN J1603-4904 3 bll
J1616-7716 4.3 PL 2.19 0.24 < 4.8 2.1 1.0+0.3−0.3 3.9 < 0.3 0.0 < 1.18 1.4 PKS 1610-77 3,5 fsrq
J1622-4926 7.0 PL 2.14 0.22 13.4+2.9−2.9 4.7 3.7
+0.9
−0.9 4.4 < 1.8 2.8 < 1.8 1.5 PSR J1620-4927 2,5 psr
J1624-2406 6.0 PL 2.15 0.19 < 8.8 2.6 2.5+0.6−0.5 5.5 < 1.0 1.6 < 1.3 1.0
0FGL J1625.9-2423
1FGL J1623.5-2345c 3 gunid
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Table 11: Spectral information of 2AGL Catalog sources. See Table 9 for a description of the columns.
0.1 – 0.3 GeV 0.3 – 1 GeV 1 – 3 GeV 3 – 10 GeV
Name 2AGL
√
TS SM α ∆α F1
√
TS 1 F2
√
TS 2 F3
√
TS 3 F4
√
TS 4 ID or ass. Flag Class.
J1625-2021 5.2 PL 2.08 0.17 < 11.2 2.9 < 3.9 2.9 < 1.3 2.7 < 0.8 2.1 1FGL J1626.2-2038 4 gunid
J1626-2511 11.7 PL 2.49 0.10 9.9+1.4−1.4 7.8 2.3
+0.3
−0.3 8.5 0.3
+0.1
−0.1 3.0 < 0.5 0.9 PKS 1622-253 fsrq
J1626-2943 5.5 PL 2.10 0.00 6.9+1.9−1.9 3.9 < 2.1 2.7 0.7
+0.3
−0.3 3.1 < 1.4 1.7 PKS 1622-29 1,2 FSRQ
J1628-4448 7.7 PL 2.68 0.15 8.1+1.3−1.3 6.5 1.0
+0.2
−0.2 4.4 < 0.1 0.3 < 0.1 0.3 2 unid
J1631-2039 5.9 PL 2.13 0.19 6.1+2.0−1.9 3.4 1.8
+0.5
−0.5 4.0 0.8
+0.4
−0.3 3.0 < 2.1 0.9 unid
J1631-2425 5.9 PL 2.13 0.18 < 9.0 2.7 2.7+0.6−0.6 5.6 < 0.7 0.0 < 2.3 1.4 3FGL J1628.2-2431c 3 gunid
J1634-4734e 12.2 PL 2.49 0.11 16.6+2.0−1.9 8.9 4.0
+0.5
−0.5 8.8 0.5
+0.2
−0.2 3.2 < 0.5 0.9 HESS J1632-478 pwn
J1635-4704 23.2 PL 2.93 0.06 21.5+1.1−1.1 21.2 2.3
+0.2
−0.2 11.8 < 0.2 2.8 < 0.1 1.4
TeV J1634-4716
3FGL J1636.2-4709c 2,5 unid
J1636-4610 9.4 PL 2.73 0.15 10.0+1.4−1.3 7.6 1.4
+0.3
−0.3 5.8 < 0.2 0.9 < 0.1 0.0 2,5 unid
J1639-4647 9.7 PL 2.31 0.12 14.9+2.5−2.5 6.2 5.0
+0.7
−0.7 7.5 0.8
+0.3
−0.3 3.0 < 1.4 2.5 3FGL J1638.6-4654 spp
J1640-5050c 6.8 PL 2.84 0.17 4.4+0.9−0.9 5.4 < 0.5 2.0 < 0.1 0.0 < 0.1 1.5 *3FGL J1643.6-5002 3 unid
J1649-5037 8.4 PL 2.76 0.16 7.6+1.0−1.0 7.7 0.7
+0.2
−0.2 3.8 < 0.2 2.8 < 0.1 0.1 PMN J1650-5044 2 bcu
J1654-4704 5.3 PL 1.98 0.19 10.6+2.9−2.9 3.8 2.4
+0.8
−0.8 3.3 < 1.9 2.8 < 2.14 0.6
3FGL J1652.2-4649
3FGL J1655.1-4644
3FGL J1655.7-4712
2 gunid
J1703-5705 5.1 PL 2.68 0.36 3.1+0.8−0.8 4.2 < 0.6 2.6 < 0.2 1.7 < 0.1 0.9 3FGL J1702.8-5656 3,5 gunid
J1706-6212 5.1 PL 2.48 0.24 3.3+0.9−0.9 3.7 0.5
+0.2
−0.2 3.0 < 0.3 2.0 < 0.1 0.0 MRC 1659-621 2 fsrq
J1710-4429 43.5 PC 1.51 0.10 72.7+4.8−4.8 17.9 50.5
+2.2
−2.1 34.6 23.8
+2.1
−2.0 19.1 4.7
+2.0
−1.6 4.1 PSR J1709-4429 PSR
J1715-3815 4.0 PL 2.20 0.29 7.8+2.8−2.7 2.9 < 3.6 2.7 < 0.8 0.4 < 1.4 0.2 CTB 37A 3,5 snr
J1718-0432 6.9 PL 2.63 0.21 5.5+1.1−1.0 5.5 0.7
+0.2
−0.2 4.0 < 0.2 1.5 < 0.2 1.7 3FGL J1720.3-0428 2 gunid
J1720-3859 5.0 PL 1.96 0.21 < 15.4 2.8 3.2+1.0−1.0 3.5 < 2.1 2.3 < 2.8 0.2 3FGL J1721.8-3919 3,5 gunid
J1720-3328 4.0 PL 2.35 0.24 6.7+2.2−2.1 3.2 < 2.2 2.2 < 0.7 1.0 < 0.7 0.0 TXS 1714-336 3,5 bll
J1731-0527 6.0 PL 2.09 0.18 < 7.4 1.8 2.3+0.6−0.5 5.0 < 1.3 2.2 < 1.3 0.7 3 unid
J1733-3130 9.4 PL 2.12 0.10 < 15.1 2.6 8.0+1.1−1.0 8.5 1.6
+0.6
−0.5 3.7 < 1.8 0.0 LAT PSR J1732-3131 2 psr
J1736-7819 5.1 PL 2.40 0.26 2.6+0.9−0.9 3.0 0.7
+0.2
−0.2 3.8 < 0.2 1.6 < 0.3 0.8 3EG J1720-7820 2 unid
J1737-3206 10.7 PL 2.15 0.10 4.3+3.3−3.2 5.5 2.1
+1.0
−1.0 9.3 0.5
+0.6
−0.5 4.6 < 0.5 0.0 3FGL J1737.3-3214c spp
J1739-2837 9.9 PL 2.48 0.12 8.0+2.2−2.2 3.8 4.6
+0.6
−0.5 9.5 0.8
+0.2
−0.2 3.9 < 1.1 1.6
3FGL J1736.5-2839
3FGL J1740.5-2843 gunid
J1740-3013 8.1 PL 1.97 0.13 < 7.8 0.0 10.4+1.4−1.4 8.4 2.6
+0.9
−0.8 4.0 < 7.0 1.9 HESS J1741-302 2 unid
J1741+5126 4.4 PL 2.52 0.23 2.5+0.8−0.8 3.3 0.4
+0.2
−0.1 3.0 < 0.1 0.0 < 0.1 0.0 4C +51.37 2 FSRQ
J1743-2051 4.9 PL 1.83 0.21 < 9.4 1.3 3.6+0.9−0.8 4.9 < 1.5 0.8 < 3.3 0.8 LAT PSR J1741-2054 3 psr
J1743-2613c 8.6 PL 2.68 0.16 7.5+1.8−1.8 4.2 3.2
+0.4
−0.4 8.0 0.8
+0.2
−0.2 5.6 0.3
+0.1
−0.1 3.1 unid
J1744-3045 12.0 PL 1.96 0.08 14.7+4.0−4.0 3.8 13.8
+1.4
−1.4 11.5 < 3.5 2.7 < 7.3 1.8 3FGL J1744.7-3043 2 gunid
J1746-2921 6.2 PL 1.49 0.15 < 2.6 0.0 12.1+1.9−1.9 7.3 4.4
+1.6
−1.4 3.6 < 15.0 1.2 2,5 unid
J1746-2832 21.6 PL 2.12 0.05 40.6+3.9−3.9 11.2 20.5
+1.4
−1.4 17.3 5.8
+0.9
−0.9 8.5 < 6.3 2.1 3FGL J1747.0-2828 gunid
J1747-3232 6.4 PL 2.08 0.15 10.3+3.0−2.9 3.6 3.1
+0.8
−0.8 4.1 1.4
+0.5
−0.5 3.4 < 1.6 0.0 LAT PSR J1746-3239 psr
J1748-2950 8.1 PL 1.75 0.11 < 4.6 0.0 13.5+1.8−1.7 8.9 3.3
+1.2
−1.1 3.4 < 12.1 2.0 PSR J1747-2958 2 psr
J1749-2448 7.5 PL 2.35 0.14 11.6+2.3−2.3 5.3 2.4
+0.6
−0.5 4.8 < 1.1 2.5 < 1.1 1.1 Terzan 5 2 glc
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Table 11: Spectral information of 2AGL Catalog sources. See Table 9 for a description of the columns.
0.1 – 0.3 GeV 0.3 – 1 GeV 1 – 3 GeV 3 – 10 GeV
Name 2AGL
√
TS SM α ∆α F1
√
TS 1 F2
√
TS 2 F3
√
TS 3 F4
√
TS 4 ID or ass. Flag Class.
J1754-2626 6.5 PL 2.67 0.23 < 5.7 1.4 2.5+0.4−0.4 7.2 0.4
+0.1
−0.1 2.9 < 0.5 2.6 2 unid
J1760+7821 4.0 PL 2.10 0.00 < 4.4 2.0 < 1.2 2.7 < 0.6 2.2 < 0.8 1.4 S5 1803+784 1,4 bll
J1801-2334 7.5 LP 3.38 0.46 < 14.7 0.9 19.3+3.3−3.2 6.7 12.0
+3.9
−3.6 3.8 < 10.1 1.8 W28 2 SNR
J1803-3935 9.9 PL 2.20 0.13 10.9+1.8−1.8 6.7 2.5
+0.5
−0.4 6.5 0.6
+0.2
−0.2 3.4 < 0.9 0.5 PMN J1802-3940 FSRQ
J1804-2153 5.6 PL 2.10 0.00 14.7+3.5−3.5 4.3 3.4
+1.1
−1.0 3.5 < 1.8 1.5 < 0.8 0.0 PSR J1803-2149 1,2 psr
J1810-2339 14.4 PL 1.80 0.09 19.9+3.9−3.8 5.5 11.9
+1.3
−1.3 11.3 4.7
+1.0
−0.9 6.9 < 6.8 1.4 PSR J1809-2332 psr
J1813-1245 12.6 PL 2.25 0.09 18.5+2.6−2.6 7.5 5.7
+0.7
−0.7 9.4 1.1
+0.3
−0.3 4.1 < 2.3 1.2 LAT PSR J1813-1246 psr
J1820-1150c 6.1 PL 2.55 0.26 8.5+2.0−2.0 4.3 2.0
+0.4
−0.4 5.0 < 0.5 1.0 < 0.8 2.8 2 unid
J1822-1336 5.0 PL 2.33 0.38 8.6+2.7−2.7 3.2 2.7
+0.7
−0.7 4.2 < 0.8 1.0 < 1.7 1.0
3FGL J1819.5-1345
3FGL J1823.2-1339 2 gunid
J1823-1504 5.7 PL 1.91 0.20 11.8+4.2−4.1 2.9 4.5
+1.3
−1.3 3.8 < 3.6 2.9 < 4.6 0.8 0FGL J1821.4-1444 2 unid
J1826-1438 8.4 PL 2.25 0.14 14.3+3.0−2.9 5.0 4.6
+0.8
−0.8 6.3 < 1.7 2.5 < 1.8 1.2 LS 5039 2,5 hmxb
J1826-1257 9.0 PL 1.71 0.11 < 18.8 2.2 9.5+1.6−1.6 6.7 4.5
+1.2
−1.1 4.9 < 13.6 2.9 LAT PSR J1826-1256 2 psr
J1829+0549 4.5 PL 2.09 0.25 5.0+1.8−1.7 3.0 < 1.9 2.6 < 1.1 2.7 < 0.6 0.0 TXS 1827+062 3,5 fsrq
J1829-1450 5.9 PL 2.01 0.16 11.0+3.5−3.4 3.3 4.2
+1.0
−1.0 4.5 < 2.1 1.8 < 2.11 0.0
3FGL J1827.3-1446
3FGL J1829.2-1504 2 gunid
J1833-2104 13.0 PL 2.39 0.10 14.7+1.7−1.7 9.3 2.9
+0.4
−0.4 8.7 < 0.7 2.5 < 0.3 0.0 PKS 1830-211 2 FSRQ
J1836+5924 41.3 PC 1.21 0.16 26.7+2.6−2.5 12.8 26.2
+1.3
−1.3 33.7 15.0
+1.4
−1.4 19.6 3.3
+1.2
−1.0 5.2 LAT PSR J1836+5925 psr
J1838-0623c 8.2 PL 2.61 0.15 9.9−1.8−1.8 5.8 1.3
+0.4
−0.4 3.7 0.3
+0.1
−0.1 3.1 < 0.2 0.0
3FGL J1834.8-0630c
HESS J1837-069
PSR J1837-0604
3FGL J1838.9-0646
3FGL J1839.3-0552
gunid
J1839-0544 15.3 PL 2.21 0.07 27.2+3.0−2.9 9.8 8.3
+0.9
−0.9 10.3 2.1
+0.4
−0.4 5.9 < 1.5 1.7 LAT PSR J1838-0537 psr
J1843-1102 4.9 PL 3.19 0.20 2.8+0.6−0.6 4.7 < 0.3 1.4 < 0.1 1.2 < 0.1 0.0 PSR J1843-1113 3,5 psr
J1846-1219 5.8 PL 2.94 0.22 < 2.7 1.8 < 0.4 1.3 < 0.1 0.9 < 0.1 1.9 3FGL J1844.7-1224 4 gunid
J1847-0157 4.9 PL 2.10 0.00 9.8+3.0−3.0 3.3 < 3.3 1.6 2.5
+0.6
−0.5 5.6 < 2.3 1.6 3FGL J1848.4-0141 1,2 gunid
J1849+6706 16.7 PL 2.03 0.07 9.3+1.3−1.3 7.8 3.9
+0.4
−0.4 12.5 1.6
+0.3
−0.3 8.9 < 0.6 0.0 S4 1849+67 FSRQ
J1856+0119e 13.2 LP 2.54 0.30 13.9+4.4−4.3 3.3 34.4
+3.6
−3.5 11.2 14.2
+2.8
−2.6 6.5 < 1.4 1.2 W44 SNR
J1857+0015 4.7 PL 1.77 0.21 < 8.2 0.3 4.1+1.1−1.1 4.0 < 2.6 2.4 < 2.1 0.0 3 unid
J1859+0219 4.2 PL 1.70 0.24 < 7.9 0.0 4.8+1.3−1.2 4.2 < 2.5 1.7 < 4.4 1.1 3FGL J1857.9+0210 3 gunid
J1900+0432 8.0 PL 2.65 0.19 8.8+1.5−1.5 6.1 1.7
+0.3
−0.3 5.4 < 0.3 1.0 < 0.2 0.5 3FGL J1900.3+0411c 2 gunid
J1905+0656 4.4 PL 2.63 0.23 < 6.5 2.6 0.94+0.3−0.3 3.1 < 0.4 2.3 < 0.2 0.6
3FGL J1902.6+0655
3FGL J1906.6+0720 3,5 gunid
J1909+0559 10.6 PL 2.21 0.10 14.3+2.4−2.4 6.3 5.1
+0.7
−0.7 8.3 < 1.3 2.9 < 0.4 0.0 LAT PSR J1907+0602 2 psr
J1910-0637 4.9 PL 2.33 0.25 4.9+1.5−1.5 3.4 < 1.6 2.8 < 0.6 2.3 < 0.5 0.2 3 unid
J1911+0907 5.4 PL 1.64 0.20 < 5.2 0.0 5.0+1.0−1.0 5.6 < 2.4 2.2 < 5.2 1.1 W49B 3,5 snr
J1913+0050 6.1 PL 2.96 0.28 3.7+0.7−0.7 5.7 < 0.3 1.8 < 0.1 0.5 < 0.1 0.3 3 unid
J1913-1928 5.0 PL 2.29 0.19 4.8+1.5−1.4 3.5 1.12
+0.4
−0.3 3.5 < 0.5 0.7 < 0.3 0.0
PKS B1908-201
PMN J1911-1908 2 unid
J1922-2115 5.1 PL 1.60 0.25 < 5.3 0.4 2.5+0.7−0.6 4.5 < 1.7 2.2 < 6.4 2.0 TXS 1920-211 3 fsrq
J1924+1416 7.7 PL 1.96 0.12 < 11.2 2.4 5.7+0.9−0.9 7.4 < 1.9 2.4 < 1.5 0.2 W51C 3 snr
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Table 11: Spectral information of 2AGL Catalog sources. See Table 9 for a description of the columns.
0.1 – 0.3 GeV 0.3 – 1 GeV 1 – 3 GeV 3 – 10 GeV
Name 2AGL
√
TS SM α ∆α F1
√
TS 1 F2
√
TS 2 F3
√
TS 3 F4
√
TS 4 ID or ass. Flag Class.
J1927-4318 4.6 PL 1.87 0.27 < 7.9 2.4 1.5+0.5−0.5 3.4 < 1.3 1.3 2.0
+1.4
−1.0 2.9 2 unid
J1938-7744 4.6 PL 2.46 0.26 2.7+0.9−0.9 3.3 0.6
+0.2
−0.2 3.2 < 0.2 1.0 < 0.3 0.8 3FGL J1925.8-7826 2 gunid
J1953+3258 10.6 PL 1.62 0.13 8.2+2.2−2.1 4.0 4.1
+0.7
−0.7 7.4 2.2
+0.6
−0.5 5.9 < 6.6 2.8 PSR J1952+3252 psr
J1957+5017 4.7 PL 1.55 0.31 < 4.9 1.1 1.3+0.4−0.4 4.1 < 1.0 1.8 < 4.6 1.2 LAT PSR J1957+5033 3,5 psr
J1958+6519 4.6 PL 1.76 0.36 3.7+1.4−1.3 2.9 < 1.5 2.8 < 0.8 1.5 < 3.9 2.8 1ES 1959+650 3 bll
J1958+2853 7.4 PL 1.85 0.13 < 9.9 2.5 4.3+0.7−0.7 6.9 < 1.8 2.6 < 2.0 0.0 LAT PSR J1958+2846 3 psr
J2002+4355 5.2 PL 1.79 0.25 < 7.7 2.4 1.7+0.5−0.5 3.8 < 1.4 2.4 < 3.9 2.2 MG4 J200112+4352 3 bll
J2005+7225 4.1 PL 2.18 0.42 3.8+1.1−1.0 3.9 < 0.8 1.8 < 0.4 1.5 < 0.3 0.0 4C +72.28 3,5 bll
J2020+3824 9.5 PL 2.61 0.17 11.6+1.2−1.2 9.1 2.2
+0.3
−0.3 9.0 < 0.3 0.2 < 0.1 0.0 3FGL J2022.2+3840 5 spp
J2021+3654 21.3 PC 1.38 0.30 28.8+4.2−4.1 7.5 29.1
+2.0
−2.0 18.0 13.9
+2.2
−2.1 8.8 < 2.7 2.1 PSR J2021+3651 PSR
J2021+4029 43.8 PC 1.76 0.09 68.5+3.5−3.4 23.1 37.4
+1.5
−1.4 35.0 10.2
+1.0
−1.0 15.6 2.0
+0.9
−0.8 3.3
Gamma Cygni
LAT PSR J2021+4026 SNR
J2025+3352 8.4 PL 2.11 0.13 12.5+1.8−1.8 7.2 2.8
+0.5
−0.5 6.1 0.7
+0.3
−0.2 3.4 < 0.7 0.0 B2 2023+33 BCU
J2027-0740 12.0 PL 2.38 0.10 9.1+1.2−1.2 8.4 2.3
+0.3
−0.3 9.8 < 0.4 2.1 < 0.2 0.0 PKS 2023-07 2 FSRQ
J2029+4403 6.2 PL 1.93 0.18 8.1+2.2−2.1 3.9 2.4
+0.6
−0.6 4.3 0.9
+0.4
−0.4 2.9 < 2.0 0.8 5 unid
J2032+4135 8.6 PL 2.17 0.12 17.0+2.2−2.1 8.3 3.9
+0.6
−0.6 6.8 < 1.0 1.8 < 0.6 0.0 LAT PSR J2032+4127 2 psr
J2033+4060 8.2 PL 2.00 0.11 12.6+2.5−2.5 5.3 4.9
+0.8
−0.8 6.9 1.2
+0.4
−0.4 3.2 < 0.9 0.0 Cyg X-3 HMXB
J2044+5012e 6.2 PL 1.97 0.17 < 7.3 2.4 2.2+0.5−0.5 5.2 < 1.3 2.9 < 0.6 0.0 HB 21 3,5 snr
J2055+2521 5.3 PL 1.77 0.32 < 5.8 1.9 1.7+0.5−0.4 4.4 < 1.3 2.4 < 2.4 1.0 3 unid
J2057-4711 6.0 PL 2.05 0.19 < 7.5 2.0 2.5+0.6−0.5 5.7 < 0.6 0.7 < 2.0 2.0 PKS 2052-47 3 fsrq
J2144+1730 4.4 PL 2.11 0.25 < 4.9 1.8 1.1+0.3−0.3 4.0 < 0.4 0.6 < 1.1 0.0 OX 169 3 fsrq
J2147+0951 5.0 PL 2.34 0.21 3.4+1.1−1.1 3.3 0.8
+0.3
−0.2 3.8 < 0.3 0.7 < 0.2 0.0 PKS 2144+092 2 fsrq
J2157-3015 4.9 PL 1.74 0.24 < 12.6 1.7 < 4.3 2.7 2.5+1.0−0.8 4.2 < 3.2 0.0 PKS 2155-304 3 bll
J2202+4214 7.8 PL 1.97 0.15 < 5.4 2.3 2.4+0.4−0.4 7.5 < 0.7 1.5 < 2.3 2.0 BL Lacertae 3 BLL
J2203+1739 5.5 PL 1.64 0.24 < 4.7 0.8 2.2+0.5−0.5 5.7 < 0.8 0.5 < 5.6 1.8 PKS 2201+171 3 fsrq
J2206-1044 4.3 PL 2.30 0.32 5.3+1.7−1.7 3.3 < 1.5 2.3 < 0.6 1.8 < 0.6 0.0 3 unid
J2227+6418 7.3 PL 2.75 0.16 3.4+0.7−0.6 5.3 0.3
+0.1
−0.1 3.1 < 0.1 0.0 < 0.1 0.0 2 unid
J2228-0818 7.3 PL 2.52 0.21 7.2+1.5−1.4 5.4 1.0
+0.3
−0.3 4.1 0.3
+0.1
−0.1 3.3 < 0.3 0.7 unid
J2230+6113 11.0 PL 2.02 0.10 7.3+1.7−1.6 4.6 4.3
+0.6
−0.5 9.4 0.8
+0.3
−0.3 3.5 < 2.6 2.0 PSR J2229+6114 PSR
J2232+1132 5.0 PL 1.82 0.24 < 5.7 1.4 2.0+0.5−0.5 4.8 < 0.6 0.0 < 4.3 2.7 CTA 102 3 fsrq
J2238+5900 4.3 PL 1.70 0.27 < 5.3 0.8 2.0+0.6−0.5 4.2 < 1.1 1.2 < 3.9 1.2 LAT PSR J2238+5903 3 psr
J2247+1558 9.5 PL 2.76 0.15 5.8+0.8−0.8 7.6 0.7
+0.1
−0.1 5.6 < 0.2 2.5 < 0.1 1.4 NVSS J224604+154437 2,5 bcu
J2254+1609 55.6 PL 2.21 0.03 52.9+2.0−2.0 34.7 16.5
+0.6
−0.6 41.1 2.7
+0.3
−0.3 14.1 0.8
+0.4
−0.3 4.1 3C 454.3 FSRQ
J2303+2120 4.3 PL 2.44 0.24 2.7+0.9−0.9 3.2 0.5
+0.2
−0.2 3.1 < 0.1 0.0 < 0.2 0.0 2 unid
J2303+4425 4.4 PL 1.56 0.25 < 1.8 0.0 1.5+0.4−0.4 4.2 < 1.4 2.8 < 2.4 0.0 PSR J2302+4442 3,5 psr
J2332+8215c 5.8 PL 2.70 0.75 2.5+0.5−0.5 5.3 < 0.3 2.3 < 0.1 1.9 < 0.1 0.0 3 unid
J2336+8009 6.2 PL 2.24 0.19 3.7+1.0−0.9 4.1 0.8
+0.2
−0.2 4.0 0.2
+0.1
−0.1 2.9 < 0.2 0.0 1RXS J234051.4+801513 5 bll
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Table 12: AGILE Astronomer’s Telegrams in pointing mode and associated 2AGL Catalog sources. The first column reports
possible associations with other counterparts, or only the AGL name if no association was possible, the second column reports a
classification of the source, the third column the number of Astronomer’s Telegram on this source, the fourth and fifth column the
period of integration, the sixth column shows the ID of the Telegram, followed by the 95% circular confidence region parameters in
Galactic coordinates (l, b), and radius r in degree. The last column reports an association with a 2AGL source or published paper if
the source is not present in the 2AGLCatalog. If the circular confidence region parameters are not present, a direct association has
done with the source in the text of the Telegram.
Positionally Consistent Object ATels Start Stop ATel ID l b r 2AGL Assoc. or
(association) Class (UTC) (UTC) published papers
3C 454.3 Blazar 8
2007 Jul 24 14:30 2007 Jul 27 05:27 1160
2007 Jul 24 14:30 2007 Jul 30 11:40 1167
2007 Nov 02 13:50 2007 Nov 12 17:01 1278
2007 Nov 02 12:00 2007 Nov 22 18:33 1300
2008 May 24 03:10 2008 May 27 04:17 1545 J2254+1609
2008 Jun 15 10:46 2008 Jun 16 07:11 1581
2008 Jun 25 03:00 2008 Jun 26 03:00 1592
2008 Jul 25 18:00 2008 Jul 28 03:00 1634
PKS 1510-089 Blazar 4
2008 Mar 18 03:00 2008 Mar 20 03:00 1436 351.61 40.09 0.50
2009 Mar 08 14:00 2009 Mar 10 4:00 1957 351.15 40.02 0.50
2009 Mar 12 07:00 2009 Mar 13 05:00 1968 351.21 40.12 0.50 J1513-0905
2009 Mar 18 05:45 2009 Mar 19 05:33 1976
PKS 1830-211 Blazar 1 2009 Oct 12 00:03 2009 Oct 13 04:57 2242 J1833-2104
Mkn 421 Blazar 1 2008 Jun 09 17:02 2008 Jun 15 02:17 1583 J1105+3813
3EG J0721+7120 Blazar 1 2007 Sep 10 13:50 2007 Sep 20 10:13 1221 143.8 27.60 0.40 J0723+7122
3EG J1410-6147 SNR 1 2008 Feb 21 06:00 2008 Feb 22 07:30 1394 312.2 -0.30 0.50 J1407-6136c
W Comae Blazar 1 2008 Jun 09 17:02 2008 Jun 15 02:17 1582 (Acciari et al. 2009)
AGLJ2021+4029 PWN 3
2008 Apr 27 01:39 2008 Apr 28 01:27 1492 78.01 2.19 1.00
2008 May 22 06:00 2008 May 27 06:00 1547 77.90 2.60 0.50 J2021+4029
2007 Nov 02 12:00 2008 May 01 00:00 1585 78.31 2.05 0.25
AGL J2021+4032 PWN 1 2008 Nov 16 14:33 2008 Nov 17 14:22 1848 78.30 2.10 0.20 J2021+4029
AGL J2030+4043 HMXB 1 2008 Nov 02 20:43 2008 Nov 03 20:32 1827 79.44 0.85 0.90 J2033+4060/Cygnus X-3
AGL J0229+2054 Unidentified 1 2008 Jul 30 15:34 2008 Jul 31 15:23 1641 151.7 -36.40 1.00
AGL J1734-3310 Unidentified 1 2009 Apr 14 00:00 2009 Apr 15 00:00 2017 355.17 -0.28 0.65
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Table 13: AGILE only sources. A * in the ’ID or Assoc.’ column indicates a possible marginal positional association. See Table 4
for a description of the columns.
Name 2AGL R.A. Dec. l b θa θb φ
√
TS Flag ID or Assoc. Class
J0714+3318 108.42 33.30 184.44 18.81 0.45 0.17 -54.48 7.3 unid
J1120-6222 169.98 -62.37 292.54 -1.36 0.41 0.23 -3.77 4.9 2 unid
J1138-1724 174.48 -17.39 279.03 42.04 0.32 0.23 24.24 5.7 2 2FHL J1137.9-17105BZB J1137-1710 BLL
J1203-2701c 180.85 -27.02 289.91 34.63 0.59 0.31 -25.51 4.6 2,5 unid
J1312-3403 198.09 -34.05 307.87 28.62 0.31 0.27 15.07 6.6 2 unid
J1402-8142 210.49 -81.70 305.58 -19.20 0.41 0.36 25.06 4.4 4 unid
J1628-4448 247.01 -44.80 338.09 2.78 0.43 0.35 -43.83 7.7 2 unid
J1631-2039 247.64 -20.64 356.71 18.64 0.45 0.24 41.00 5.9 unid
J1636-4610 249.00 -46.16 338.05 0.83 0.36 0.33 8.89 9.4 2,5 unid
J1640-5050c 250.06 -50.83 335.04 -2.81 1.02 0.70 -30.25 6.8 3 *3FGL J1643.6-5002 unid
J1731-0527 262.80 -5.45 18.53 15.11 0.55 0.37 42.67 6.0 3 unid
J1736-7819 264.06 -78.32 314.94 -22.86 0.36 0.34 18.19 5.1 2 3EG J1720-7820 unid
J1740-3013 265.02 -30.22 358.28 0.35 0.34 0.18 -12.78 8.1 2 HESS J1741-302 unid
J1743-2613c 265.79 -26.22 2.03 1.88 0.43 0.36 25.58 8.6 unid
J1746-2921 266.48 -29.35 359.68 -0.27 0.18 0.12 8.47 6.2 2,5 unid
J1754-2626 268.45 -26.44 3.07 -0.27 0.66 0.18 -3.44 6.5 2 unid
J1820-1150c 274.95 -11.83 18.81 1.51 0.79 0.26 44.49 6.1 2 unid
J1823-1504 275.63 -15.06 16.27 -0.60 0.19 0.18 -11.26 5.7 2 0FGL J1821.4-1444 unid
J1857+0015 284.22 0.25 33.78 -1.10 0.30 0.24 -13.11 4.7 3 unid
J1910-0637 287.39 -6.62 29.07 - 7.03 0.44 0.33 7.91 4.9 3 unid
J1913+0050 288.19 0.83 36.11 -4.36 0.71 0.60 51.26 6.1 3 unid
J1927-4318 291.73 -43.30 355.07 - 24.37 0.60 0.47 -22.66 4.6 2 unid
J2029+4403 307.21 44.05 81.96 3.06 0.22 0.21 -35.56 6.2 5 unid
J2055+2521 313.75 25.36 70.32 -12.57 0.28 0.20 -49.54 5.3 3 unid
J2206-1044 331.60 -10.73 47.73 -47.92 0.49 0.43 5.35 4.3 3 unid
J2227+6418 336.76 64.29 108.05 5.68 0.68 0.56 -13.91 7.3 2 unid
J2228-0818 336.88 -8.30 55.09 -51.12 0.25 0.20 6.07 7.3 unid
J2303+2120 345.78 21.33 91.79 -34.91 0.54 0.35 -7.50 4.3 2 unid
J2332+8215c 352.99 82.25 120.14 19.82 0.85 0.43 -41.78 5.8 3 unid
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Table 14: Unidentified γ-ray sources. See Table 4 for a description of the columns.
Name 2AGL R.A. Dec. l b θa θb φ
√
TS Flag ID or Assoc. Class
J0032+0512c 8.09 5.21 114.11 -57.34 1.20 0.72 0.77 4.0 3,5 3FGL J0030.4+0451 gunid
J0221+6208c 35.20 62.13 133.17 1.05 0.57 0.36 -36.16 7.6 gunid
J1103-7747 165.71 -77.78 297.16 -16.14 0.98 0.54 -27.99 4.4 3 3FGL J1104.3-7736c gunid
J1407-6136c 211.69 -61.59 311.77 -0.02 1.10 0.62 18.72 4.8 2
3FGL J1405.4-6119
PSR J1410-6132
LAT PSR J1413-6205
gunid
J1624-2406 246.12 -24.10 353.00 17.45 0.43 0.24 3.50 6.0 3 0FGL J1625.9-24231FGL J1623.5-2345c gunid
J1625-2021 246.32 -20.35 356.11 19.77 0.43 0.34 -4.23 5.2 4 1FGL J1626.2-2038 gunid
J1631-2425 247.74 -24.41 353.77 16.13 0.51 0.38 -27.45 5.9 3 3FGL J1628.2-2431c gunid
J1654-4704 253.54 -47.06 339.40 -2.12 0.33 0.23 -20.50 5.3 2
3FGL J1652.2-4649
3FGL J1655.1-4644
3FGL J1655.7-4712
gunid
J1703-5705 255.63 -57.08 332.25 -9.29 0.41 0.33 2.49 5.1 3,5 3FGL J1702.8-5656 gunid
J1718-0432 259.43 -4.54 17.57 18.46 0.69 0.37 -26.05 6.9 2 3FGL J1720.3-0428 gunid
J1720-3859 259.96 -38.99 348.67 -1.01 0.50 0.40 -45.57 5.0 3,5 3FGL J1721.8-3919 gunid
J1739-2837 264.74 -28.62 359.50 1.41 0.37 0.34 8.81 9.9 3FGL J1736.5-28393FGL J1740.5-2843 gunid
J1744-3045 265.89 -30.76 358.21 -0.57 0.13 0.11 -0.71 12.0 2 3FGL J1744.7-3043 gunid
J1746-2832 266.55 -28.54 0.41 0.10 0.11 0.09 -41.96 21.6 3FGL J1747.0-2828 gunid
J1822-1336 275.42 -13.61 17.46 0.27 0.39 0.30 -48.47 5.0 2 3FGL J1819.5-13453FGL J1823.2-1339 gunid
J1829-1450 277.31 -14.83 17.23 -1.92 0.36 0.18 28.05 5.9 2 3FGL J1827.3-14463FGL J1829.2-1504 gunid
J1838-0623c 279.40 -6.38 25.67 0.16 1.06 0.64 14.40 8.2
3FGL J1834.8-0630c
HESS J1837-069
PSR J1837-0604
3FGL J1838.9-0646
3FGL J1839.3-0552
gunid
J1846-1219 281.60 -12.32 21.38 -4.48 0.49 0.27 -19.37 5.8 4 3FGL J1844.7-1224 gunid
J1847-0157 281.82 -1.95 30.73 0.04 0.32 0.23 -44.56 4.9 1,2 3FGL J1848.4-0141 gunid
J1859+0219 284.68 2.31 35.82 -0.57 0.37 0.22 57.66 4.2 3 3FGL J1857.9+0210 gunid
J1900+0432 285.09 4.53 37.99 0.08 0.43 0.38 64.03 8.0 2 3FGL J1900.3+0411c gunid
J1905+0656 286.14 6.93 40.59 0.26 0.79 0.65 2.49 4.4 3,5 3FGL J1902.6+06553FGL J1906.6+0720 gunid
J1938-7744 294.53 -77.73 316.69 -28.94 1.08 0.61 -90.00 4.6 2 3FGL J1925.8-7826 gunid
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Table 15: 2AGL Sources with detection in the range 30-100 MeV. See Table 9 for a description of the columns.
0.03 - 0.05 GeV 0.05 - 0.1 GeV
Name 2AGL
√
TS SM α ∆α Fa
√
TS a Fb
√
TS b Flag ID or assoc.
J0007+7308 26.2 PC 1.29 0.22 58.06+20.18−19.85 3.0 23.20
+6.54
−6.40 3.7 LAT PSR J0007+7303
J0534+2205 56.9 PL 2.32 0.03 383.61+28.16−27.76 15.4 218.65
+10.44
−10.29 25.9 Crab
J0634+1749 76.4 PS 1.71 0.09 < 177.42 2.2 78.09+14.16−13.79 6.1 Geminga
J0835-4514 168.9 PS 1.71 0.04 399.01+36.49−35.95 12.1 438.50
+15.69
−15.51 35.7 Vela PSR
J1324-4348 5.4 PL 2.69 0.25 < 44.25 0.8 11.83+3.95−3.89 3.1 2 Cen A
J1458-6055 7.5 PL 2.31 0.18 < 60.08 1.3 20.97+5.88−5.81 3.7 2
LAT PSR J1459-6053
3FGL J1456.7-6046
J1513-0905 25.0 PL 2.19 0.05 114.86+38.73−37.91 3.1 61.72
+11.01
−10.76 6.1 PKS 1510-089
J1517-5909 5.4 PL 2.39 0.22 50.79+17.22−17.05 3.0 17.98
+5.51
−5.45 3.3 2,5 PSR J1513-5908
J1622-4926 7.0 PL 2.14 0.22 < 90.21 2.3 35.37+7.67−7.59 4.7 2,5 PSR J1620-4927
J1634-4734e 12.2 PL 2.49 0.11 < 72.08 2.1 18.76+5.87−5.82 3.3 HESS J1632-478
J1635-4704 23.2 PL 2.93 0.06 65.40+3.92−3.89 17.9 2,5
TeV J1634-4716
3FGL J1636.2-4709c
J1636-4610 9.4 PL 2.73 0.15 < 70.05 2.6 14.89+4.70−4.66 3.2 2,5
J1640-5050c 6.8 PL 2.84 0.17 18.59+3.63−3.60 5.3 3 *3FGL J1643.6-5002
J1710-4429 43.5 PC 1.51 0.10 < 82.88 1.0 53.55+10.84−10.68 5.2 PSR J1709-4429
J1803-3935 9.9 PL 2.20 0.13 < 60.74 1.0 20.45+6.16−6.06 3.4 PMN J1802-3940
J1804-2153 5.6 PL 2.10 0.00 92.14+24.36−24.09 3.9 49.98
+9.03
−8.93 5.8 1,2 PSR J1803-2149
J1810-2339 14.4 PL 1.80 0.09 < 76.26 0.8 31.14+10.43−10.28 3.1 PSR J1809-2332
J1813-1245 12.6 PL 2.25 0.09 < 73.45 1.1 23.31+8.06−7.97 3.0 LAT PSR J1813-1246
J1833-2104 13.0 PL 2.39 0.10 64.95+19.96−19.75 3.3 43.80
+6.17
−6.09 7.5 2 PKS 1830-211
J1836+5924 41.3 PC 1.21 0.16 < 70.89 1.1 22.08+7.28−7.10 3.2 LAT PSR J1836+5925
J1838-0623c 8.2 PL 2.61 0.15 < 63.81 1.5 19.62+5.79−5.74 3.5
3FGL J1834.8-0630c
HESS J1837-069
PSR J1837-0604
3FGL J1838.9-0646
3FGL J1839.3-0552
J1839-0544 15.3 PL 2.21 0.07 70.93+23.02−22.79 3.1 50.31
+8.09
−8.01 6.5 LAT PSR J1838-0537
J1847-0157 4.9 PL 2.10 0.00 < 93.55 1.9 43.41+8.37−8.27 5.4 1,2 3FGL J1848.4-0141
J1910-0637 4.9 PL 2.33 0.25 23.55+5.76−5.69 4.2 3
J1924+1416 7.7 PL 1.96 0.12 < 41.57 0.0 23.66+7.48−7.38 3.3 3 W51C
J2020+3824 9.5 PL 2.61 0.17 < 56.74 2.5 20.91+3.88−3.85 5.5 5 3FGL J2022.2+3840
J2021+4029 43.8 PC 1.76 0.09 < 94.93 2.8 74.71+7.52−7.44 10.6
Gamma Cygni
LAT PSR J2021+4026
J2025+3352 8.4 PL 2.11 0.13 27.37+5.30−5.23 5.4 B2 2023+33
J2027-0740 12.0 PL 2.38 0.10 < 72.31 1.8 16.95+4.96−4.89 3.5 2 PKS 2023-07
J2032+4135 8.6 PL 2.17 0.12 < 72.52 2.5 26.48+5.61−5.55 4.9 2 LAT PSR J2032+4127
J2254+1609 55.6 PL 2.21 0.03 113.04+20.32−20.09 5.8 74.49
+6.02
−5.95 13.6 3C 454.3
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Appendix A: AGILE-only sources and the
non-detection by Fermi-LAT
In this Appendix, we show that the Fermi-LAT non-detection
of some of the short flaring episodes observed by the AGILE-
GRID in correspondence of the so-called AGILE-only sources
(see Sect. 7.2) might be due to poor exposure and non-optimal
viewing angle of the source within the FoV of the instrument.
To verify that, we have compared the Fermi-LAT attitude
data with the AGILE-GRID ones during the time intervals of
two transient episodes observed only by AGILE-GRID for the
2AGL J1138-1724 and 2AGL J1402-8142 sources.
For the former case, 2AGL J1138-1724, we compared the
AGILE-GRID/FERMI-LAT visibility for the γ-ray flare ob-
served by AGILE-GRID from his position during the 1-day time
interval MJD 54968.5-54969.5 (see Sect. 7.2). For this period
we found that the Fermi-LAT observed the 2AGL J1138-1724
sky region at an off-axis angle greater than 50◦ for more than
80% of its total exposure time, while for AGILE-GRID the off-
axis viewing angle was always below 50◦, due to the constant
pointing attitude (see Fig. A.1, left panel)7
Analogously, we compared the AGILE-GRID/Fermi-LAT
visibility of the 2AGL J1402-8142 sky region during a transient
episode detected by AGILE-GRID on the 2-day timescale rang-
ing from MJD 54751.5 to MJD 54753.5. Again, for the Fermi-
LAT, the source viewing angle is mostly above 50◦ off-axis,
while for the AGILE-GRID the source is almost all the time in
good visibility (see Figure A.1, right panel).
Even for AGILE-only detections occurring on longer OB
time-scales, the AGILE-GRID pointing attitude can always guar-
antee an optimum source viewing angle with respect to the
Fermi-LAT. This is the case, for instance, of the 2AGL J1628-
4448 detection during the OB 6200 (30-day long) (see Sect. 7.2):
also on this longer interval, the source visibility for the AGILE-
GRID is, for most of the time, well below an off-axis angle of
40◦, while for the Fermi-LAT it is just below 50◦ for 14% of the
time (see Fig. A.2).
Besides the source visibility/exposure due to the different ob-
serving modes (AGILE-GRID in pointing, Fermi-LAT in all-sky
survey observing mode), particularly relevant over short time in-
tervals, other reasons can be invoked to explain the Fermi-LAT
non-detection of the AGILE-only sources. Among them, we can
consider: source variability; different spectral response of the
instruments; event classification algorithms; background model
(especially important for sources near the Galactic plane).
Appendix B: Evaluation of the Maximum Likelihood
method for detection of 2AGL sources
The detection process reported in Sect. 4 can be divided in the
following steps: (i) the determination of the seeds, (ii) iterative
analysis of seeds, (iii) refined analysis.
For the evaluation of the list of initial seeds we have con-
sidered that the most seeds found with the significance TS maps
method has been found also with the Wavelet method where only
one trial for each seed has been done. A second trial could be
considered during the iterative analysis of seeds.
To evaluate the final number of spurious sources involved
in the 2AGL procedure, that is related with the refined analysis,
we have performed a set of Monte Carlo simulations of AGILE-
GRID observations, to compare the data distribution of TS pro-
7 At high values of the off-axis angle (> 50◦), the Fermi-LAT sensitiv-
ity is up to 50% lower than the nominal on-axis value.
duced by the analysis procedure with that predicted by Wilks’s
theorem. The probability that the result of a trial in an empty
field has TS ≥ h is the complement of the cumulative distri-
bution of TS . Simulated data are generated using a background
model and the AGILE-GRID instrument response functions de-
scribed in Sect. 2. The energy range used is 100 MeV–10 GeV.
We have considered a typical mean value of the exposure, con-
sidering the ring centred at (l = 39.375, b = −22.024), simu-
lating observation of an empty field (considering only isotropic
background model with giso = 5 and putting ggal = 0), adding
Poisson-distributed noise to each pixel, and analysing each re-
sulting sky map exactly as flight data. We performed a maximum
likelihood analysis at the centre of the ring, keeping the position
and spectral index of a candidate source fixed. Figure B.1 shows
the resulting TS distribution (left panel) and the related p-value
distribution (right panel); if we fit the TS distribution with the
function ηχ21(TS ) if TS > 1 (see (Bulgarelli et al. 2012a)) we
get η = 0.5, i.e. TS = 16 corresponds to 4σ significance.
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Fig. A.1: Left panel: Time-evolution of the off-axis viewing angles for the AGILE-only source 2AGL J1138-1724, as observed by
AGILE-GRID (red points) and Fermi-LAT (blue points) during the 1-day time interval MJD 54968.5–54969.5. Right panel: The
same plot of the AGILE-GRID/Fermi-LAT off-axis viewing angles for the 2AGL J1402-8142 AGILE-only source, over the time
interval MJD 54751.5–54753.5.
Fig. A.2: Time-evolution of the off-axis viewing angles for the AGILE-only source 2AGL J1628-4448, as observed by the AGILE-
GRID (red points) and the Fermi-LAT (blue points) during the 30-day AGILE OB 6200 time-interval (MJD 54719.5-54749.5).
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Fig. B.1: TS distribution (left side) and p-distribution (right side) of a simulated empty field, with ggal = 0 and giso = 5, flux free,
and position and spectral parameters fixed. The blue crosses are the calculated distribution, the black line is the best fit, the red
dotted line is the 0.5χ21 theoretical distribution, the green dashed line is the χ1 theoretical distribution, and the cyan dotted-dashed
line is the 0.5χ23 distribution.
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